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By V a la rie  H arper 
Assistant Hews Editor
With the help of UNICO 
National, the largest Italian- 
American service organiza­
tion, Montclair State Univer­
sity will raise $1.25 million 
to establish an endow ed 
chair in Italian and Italian 
-American studies.
UNICO National, which 
works to promote Italian heri­
tage and com bat negative 
stereotyping, approached 
MSU last Spring because it 
was. impressed with the uni­
versity's Italian programs.
UNICO vyill partner up with 
the University during a five 
-year campaign to raise the 
necessary funds, according 
to the Dean of the College 
of Humanities and Social Sci­
ences, Richard Gigliotti.
Once this money is raised 
it will be invested and the 
interest will be used to fund 
the endowed chair.
The endowed chair will 
work with contributors to the 
fund and the University to 
select one Italian-American 
issue that the chair will focus 
on.
MSU already offers a 
major, minor and teacher 
certification in Italian and 
other programs such as the 
Summer Institute at the Uni­
versity at Sienna and the Ital­
ian Film festival are growing.




Right to Bear Arms:
MSU Police Now Carry Firearms
By Jon Regan 
StaffWriter
As of Septem ber 2001, 
University Police have been 
authorized to carry firearms 
under specific conditions 
as stated by Vice President 
of Student Affairs Dr. Karen 
Pennington.
The firearms are being 
carried in connection with 
the investigation concerning 
car theft on campus.
“Currently the police are 
involved in an on going inves­
tigation where firearms have 
been used by perpetrators 
of several crimes,” said Uni­
versity Chief of Police, Paul 
Cell.
“ It is the nature o f the 
crime, people who engage 
in that activity tend to be 
armed. One car was recov­
ered in Newark and the man 
was armed."
The university police have 
been armed with a particular 
weapon "approved by the 
board of trustees, a Smith 
and Wesson double action 
9mm pistol. The importance 
of that is that it fires one bullet 
at a time.”
Chief Cell further stated 
that each weapon carried 
eight bullets in the magazine 
and extra eight bullets on the
JOHN SPARACIO/.THEMONTCLARION
MSU Police officers are now authorized to carry firearms, a precaution taken to 
as the number of car thefts on campus increases.
officer’s.belt.
Com m enting on when 
an o fficer cou ld  draw  his 
weapon, Chief Cell stated 
"Only if lethal force is neces­
sary, as in a threat of life 
and death with an armed 
person. Officers will not use 
their weapons to threaten or 
intimidate, we are guided by 
law to use weapons under 
the force guidelines.”
The decision to arm says 
Dr. Pennington "In this case 
Dr. Cole, as the president 
of the University, has the 
authority of the state and the 
Board of Trustees to authorize 
the police to be armed."
Dr. Pennington further 
pointed out "We are a rela­
tively safe Gampus, but it 
must be recognized that we 
are a com m unity of over
15,000 individuals, located in 
a major metropolitan area.'
"Any community of that 
size and in a similar location is 
protected by armed police 
officers. In fact, our campus 
com m unity is larger than 
the communities in which 
many of our students live.1 
In addition, it is not unusual 
for -university campuses like 
See “GUNS" on p.4
ion immigra­
tion experi­





G ig lio t t i 
e x p la in e d  
that, once 
the funds are 
in place, 
there would be a national 
search for a faculty member 
who will function as the 
endowed chair.
The chair will be respon­
sible for deve lop ing a c a ­
dem ic program m ing and 
teaching courses based on
the selected issue.
Gigliotti said that the 
College of Humanities and 
Social Sciences had already 
considered establishing an 
endow ed
66 T h is  e n s u r e s chair, but 
the part­
n e r s h ip  
w i t h  
U N I C O  
N a tiona l, 
which has 
a l r e a d y  
w o  r k e d 
w ith five 
o t h e r  
schools to 
raise funds to establish an 
endow ed chair, increases 
the chances o f successful 
fundraising.
He explained that the 
endow ed chair would be
See "UNICO" on p.4
THERE W ILL ALWAYS 
BE ACADEMIC  
PROGRAMMING IN 
THAT AREA. 99
-R ichard CDigliatti, 
D ean a f CCHSS
Teacher Program Growth 
Calls For New Department
By L illia n  M . A lem an  
Hews Editor
The Department of Early 
Childhood and Elementary 
Education, the single largest 
departm ent in the Univer­
sity, has been added to the 
College of Education and 
Human Services as of July 
2001 to accom m odate the 
ever-growing students in its 
department.
The College of Educa­
tion and Human Services 
now has seven departments 
which inqlude Counseling, 
Human Development and 
Educational Leaderships
Curriculum and Teaching; 
Educational Foundations; 
Human Ecology; Health Pro­
fessions, Physical Education, 
Recreation and Leisure Stud­
ies-(HPPERLS); and Literacy 
and Educational Media.
Plans o f redesigning the 
current elementary educa­
tion program are in the sights 
of the College of Education 
and Human Services said its 
Dean, Ada Beth Cutler.
“ The curriculum should 
be regularly reviewed and 
redesigned as a dynam ic 
process, and it is time for a 
redesign of the courses in the
See "EDUCATION" on p.4
The Montelarion will pot be appearing next week, as its Editorial 
Board will be attending the Associated Collegiate Press/College Media 
Advisers National College Media Convention in New Orleans, L.A. -
übe Montelarion will resume publication on November 1,2001.
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1 0 / 1 5 / 0 1  -  A  fe m a le  
s t u d e n t  r e p o r t e d  t h a t  
t h e  b a t t e r y  o f  h e r  c a r ,  
w h ic h  w as p a r k e d  i n  L o t  
2 3 ,  w as  d a m a g e d . She 
a l s o  s a i d  t h a t  s e v e r a l  
i t e m s  w e re  s t o l e n  f r o m  
h e r  c a r .
1 0 / 1 5 / 0 1  - L i t t l e  F a l l s  
f i r e  d e p a r tm e n t  
r e s p o n d e d  t o  a f i r e  
a la r m  i n  S to n e  H a l l .
I t  w as d e t e r m in e d  t h a t  
a f i r e  a la r m  u n i t  h a d  
been- f a l s e l y  a c t i v a t e d .
1 0 / 1 4 / 0 1  -  M o n t c l a i r  
f i r e  d e p a r t m e n t ,  
r e s p o n d e d  t o  a f i r e  
a la r m .  I t  w as 
d e t e r m in e d ;a n  a la r m  w as 
s e t  o f f  b y  c i g a r e t t e  
sm oke  i n  a  r e s i d e n t ' s  
ro o m .
1 0 / 1 3 / 0 1  -  A  fe m a le  
s t u d e n t  r e p o r t e d  
f i n d i n g  a h a r a s s in g  
n o t e  o n  h e r  c a r  p a r k e d  
i n  L o t  1 8 1
eport
1 0 / 1 2 / 0 1 t  A  m a le  B la n t o n  
H a l l  r e s i d e n t  r e p o r t e d  
t h a t  so m e o n e  t h r e w  u r i n e  
f r o m  a  b o t t l e  a t  h im  w hen  
h e  a n s w e re d  a "k n o c k  a t  
h i s  d o o r .
1 0 / 1 0 / 0 1  -  A  f e m a le  
s t u d e n t , r e p o r t e d  t h a t  
t h e  d r i v e r ' s  s id e  d o o r  
l o c k  o f  h e r .  c a r ,  w h ic h  
w a s  p a r k e d  i n  L o t  2 8 ,  
h a d  b e e n  p u n c h e d  o u t .
S he  a l s o  s a id  t h a t  
t h e  i g n i t i o n  s w i t c h  w as 
d a m a g e d .
1 0 / 1 0 / 0 1  -  A  m a le  B la n t o n  
H a l l  r e s i d e n t  w as f o u n d  
t o  b e  in - p o s s e s s io n  o f  
a  c o n t r o l l e d  d a n g e r o u s  
S u b s ta n c e . C r i m i n a l 1 
c h a r g e s  a r e  p e n d in g .
1 0 / 9 / 0 1  -  A  f e m a le  
e m p lo y e e  i n  P a t r i d g e  
H a l l  r e p o r t e d  r e c e i v i n g  
a h a r a s s in g  p h o n e  c a l l .
in the wake o f terrorist attacks and increasing school violence,
|  many school districts throughout the state are increasing the 
frequency o f crisis, or lockdown drills. Eisenhower M iddle  School 
in Roxbury had its first crisis drill earlier" this month. Students are 
instructed to crouch down on the floor away from windows; as 
teachers shut the blinds and doors, in the event o f an intruder or 
other emergency.' Police officer Glenn Gordon', who monitored 
the drill, said the school was locked down in 15 seconds.
A former Hillsborough fireman is charged with twice setting a 
home under construction aflame two years ago. The prosecution 
said in closing arguments that Stephen Delello, 24. set the blazes 
because he derived a sense of excitement from it. Defense 
attorneys argued that Delello has an impulse-control disorder 
that renders its victims helpless in restraining themselves from 
sometimes destructive acts.
Students and staff at Hunterdon Central Regional High Schdol 
would like for the 44 passengers on United Airlines Flight 93-the 
last o f the four planes to crash as part o f the terrorist attacks- 
to receive the nation s highest honor. They presented a petition 
to U.S Rep. Rush Holt during a political science class where the 
congressman fielded questions about the recent terrorist attacks.
Com piled from  The Star Ledger by Vaiane Harper
The New Jersey Senate approved a bi|l on M onday that would 
make it. illegal for people who committed a crime with a gun 
before they turned 18 to get a state permit to buy a firearm.
The vote passed 37 -0  and still has to be signed by Governor 
Christie Whitman.
On Monday; the New Jersey Senate passed a bill, by a 36-0  
vote, on banning ticket quotas for police departments. The 
bill bans all police agencies in the state from requiring officers 
to meet numerical standards for arrests or traffic tickets as a 
prerequisite, for promotions or other benefits.
A  woman wrapped her newborn daughter in blankets and a 
plastic bag M onday and left her outside an apartment door 
in very cold temperatures, police said. The baby was later 
hospitalized in critical condition. ’ Antonia Lima, a Mexican" 
National was arrested and charged with child abandonment and 
endangering the welfare, o f a child. ’ The 39-year-old Union City 
woman gave birth sometime over, the past 24-hours and left \  
the infant at the bottom of a stairwell leading to a basement 
apartment, police sqid.
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Ethics clause was 
discussed in regards to 
present SGA treasurer, 
Shariff Elhagin.
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$1.5 Billion Plan For Bioterror Preparedness
Bush Administrations’ Health and Human Services Secretary Requests 
Aid In Which Around $1.2 Billion Will Go To Medicine Treotinent
By Seth B orenstein  
Courtesy ofKRT Campus
Now that anthrax has hit home, 
the Bush administration is proposing 
an infusion of more m oney and 
medicine to prepare the nation for 
future bioterror attacks.
As part of a $20 billion request 
for emergency relief, spending in the
11 terror attacks,wake of the Sept, 
the Bush administra­
tion is seeking $1.5 
billion to bee f up 
bioterror prepared­
ness, Health and 
Human Services 
Secretary Tommy 




Of that money, 
almost $1.2 billion 
will go to stockpiling 
medicines to treat bioterror victims.
Because the administration wor­
ries about an outbreak of contagious 
and deadly smallpox as worst case 
scenario, Thompson told senators
that he is seriously considering dilut­
ing the current 15.4 million smallpox 
vaccine doses fivefold. That would 
turn them into 77 million doses.
Quick tests at the National Insti­
tutes of Health show that a five-times- 
diluted vaccine is still 95 percent 
effective, he said.
Thompson also sought to reassure 
Congress and the public that there 
is plenty of Cipro to treat anthrax. 
Drugmaker A.G. Bayer is promising 
to ramp up its production, Thompson 
said. In addition, 
two w idely ava il­
able and cheaper 
generic drugs, pen­
icillin and doxycy- 
cline, both work on 
the anthrax strains 
tha t have been 
found in Florida, 
New York, and 
Washington, he 
said.
“there is no 
need for anyone to 
stockpile any drugs," Thompson said. 
"We have the drugs we need."
The proposed $1.5 billion would 
be in addition to the current $345 mil­
lion that Health and Human Services
66 T h e r e  is  n o





H ealth an d  Human 
Services Secretary
had intended to spend on bioterror­
ism readiness.
"We are working aggressively to 
strengthen our readi­
ness and response,"
Thompson told the 
Senate panel.
“ Bioterrorism has 
not been a high 
fiscal priority in the 
past and we need to 
move aggressively."
The bulk of the 
proposed spending 
would go to drugs.
About $643 million 
would go to enhance stockpiles 
of medicines for diseases such as 
smallpox - something experts say are 
direly needed.
"That's the area of weakest capa­
bility that we have, which is we just 
don ’t have stocks of materials at 
this point," said bioterrorism expert 
Amy Sands, deputy director at the 
Center for Nonproliferation Studies 
in Monterey, Calif.
The proposal includes expanding 
the national “push pack" program 
from eight to 12.
These are ready-to-go packages 
of 50 tons of, all sorts of medicine and
66 ...W e  j u s t  d o n ’t
HAVE THE STOCKS OF 
MATERIALS [MEDICINE  
FOR DISEASES] AT 
THIS POINT. 99
-Am y Sands, 
Bioterrorism  Exfoart
equipment to treat epidemics. They 
are stationed in eight places across 
the nation tha t are supposed to 
be flown within 12 
hours to a disaster 
scene.
One got to 
New York City 
within seven hours 




ing $509 million to 
develop and buy 
new smallpox vac­
cines.
Experts split on the wisdom of 
tha t proposal. Smallpox is highly 
contagious, but it’s only known to 
be stored in labs in the United States 
and Russia.
"I d o n 't think it's beyond the 
realm of possibility that a terrorist 
has smallpox," said former National 
Security Council staffer Chris Chyba, 
co-director of the Center for. Inter­
national Security and Cooperation 
a t Stanford University in Palo Alto, 
California.
"But I don 't think it’s likely."
M m
Meningitis vaccinations 




October 25, 2001 
1-7 pm - Blanton Hall Atrium 
Meningitis immunization: $85.00
HEALTH & WELLNESS CENTER
Despite the Attacks on America
pemocracy Still Stands Strong
Come to a Political Rally to be held in the 
Student Center Quad 
Thursday, October 25th 
From Noon until Two p.m.
Join Local candidates For State Senate,
State Assembly,
Little Falls Town council
Frank Del Vecchio fo r State Assem bly
Peter C. Eagler fo r State Assem bly
W illis Edw ards III for State Assem bly
N ia H. G ill fo r State Senate
Dona Kurdock fo r State Assem bly
’ Jack  N igro fo r State Senate
And For Little Falls Town Council, Montclair State's Very Own 
Professor M arti Kennedy
Democracy Depends On The Student Vote — So Let’s Get Into it!
Refreshm ents w ill be served. 
Questions? C a ll Jacob at x. 593b 
Paid and Volunteer Campaign Opportunities Available. Call Jacob.
©2001 MFAtelectricartist, LP Sponsored by th e  S tu d e n t  G o v e rn m e n t A s s o c ia tio n
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Education
Continued from p. 1
teacher education  professional 
sequence," said Cutler.
The college will be working on 
bringing new programs,, such as 
the current P-3 (pre-kindergarten 
through third grade) certification 
program, to the 
department.
The College of 
Education and 
Human Services 
also wants to "allow 
students with many 
different majors to 
get an elementary 
c e r t i f i c  a t i o n 
because as of now, 
undergraduate stu­
dent who want to 
becom e elem en­
tary teachers must major in Human 
Ecology with a concentration in 
Family Child issues," said Cutler.
This is ah opportunity to “ focus 
on the elementary grades in our 
program," said Cutler.
Cutler also adds that the Cob 
lege of Education and Human
Services hopes to develop many new 
graduate programs in early ch ild­
hood and elementary teachers to the 
rooster for it's expanding program.
The Schumann Foundation has 
given the College of Education and 
Human Services a 
$70,000 grant to 
work with Abbott 
Child Care Center 
directors that offer 
onsite education 
in Newark, Passaic, 
and Cumberland 
counties.
With 20 years 
in teaching Early 
Childhood and Ele­
mentary education 
and it’s ever grow­
ing program, redesigning and adding 
courses are just the first steps for the 
College of Education. Long term plans 
include building a new academ ic 
building, which will offer "cutting edge 
technology not available in the older 
buildings," said Cutler.




-A da  Beth Cutter, D ean o f 
the C ollege o f Education 
and  Human Services
Benefit Walk For 
Twin Towers
PHOTO COURTESY OF STEPHANIE CAMBRIA
Over 60 students and alumni from the HPPERLS Department 
organized a walk-a-thon to raise funds for the World Trade 
Center relief effort. Over $560.00 was raised to be split and sent 
to the American Red Cross and the NY Burn Center.
UNICO
INVESTMENT STRATEGIES 
THAT ARE CLEAR 
AND CONCISE.
EVEN IF OUR NAME ISN’T.
• Aside from our name, we've always.been in favor of making things simple.
So contact-us for smart, easy investment techniques to help you reach your financia l goals.
TIAA-CREF.org or call 1.800.842.2776
Managing money for people
with other things to think about.1'
RETIREMENT INSURANCE j MUTUAL FUNDS I COLLEGE SAVINGS I TRUSTS I INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. Inc., and Teachers Personal Investors Services. Inc., distribute securities products. 
©  2001 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement.Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF). New York. NY. 08/20 • '
Continued from p. 1
a sign of prestige for the Italian 
department and university, while 
strengthening the quality of Italian 
and Itdlian-American studies.
Because the endowed chair is 
funded by the interest from the 
invested funds, the chair could exist 
indefinitely.
“This ensures that there Witt 
always be academic programming 
in that area,” Gigliotti said.
The university hopes to raise the 
approximately $1.25 through the 
contributions of organizations, busi­
ness, faculty and private citizens 
interested in seeing new Italian and 
Italian-American programs.
This would be the second 
endowed chair for the university. 
MSU already has a Sokol Chair in 
the Biology department.
Guns
Continued from p. 1
ours to have police officers that are 
armed it is the norm rather than the 
exception in NJ as well as across 
the nation. The impQrtant point to 
remember is that these are sworn 
police officers- like those in your 
home town -not security officers."
“Honestly, I feel indifferent about 
cops carrying guns. I mean, on the 
outside, they are required to carry 
them. The cops on campus are 
real too, why should people oppose 
to them carrying their ‘tools of the 
trad e '," said b iology major Chris 
Dionaldo.
Another student had a different 
view when bringing up a question on 
current security, "My main concern 
is how many guns were already 
on campus and whether or not 
that cdnstitutes the police needing 
them,” said student Matt Schleck.
The decision to disarm says Pen­
nington wifi be m ade “when the 
individuals involved in this case have 
been apprehended and we believe 
that the university can again be 





National Coming Out Month Unites Campus
‘In the Beginning' There Was 
A Flag Raising
Workshop Reveals One Man's 
Struggle with His True Identity
KIM ALONZO/THE MONTCLARION
The National Coming Out Month 
Center. Its rainbow colors have 
lesbian liberation.
By Inba l K ahanov  
Production Editor
It was a time for unity, for courage, for love, and mostly, for honesty. The flag raised high on October 10, 
as members of the MSU Community; 
faculty, s ta ff and students, gay, 
lesbian, bisexual,'transgender and 
heterosexual, cam e toge the r to 
reach out to one another and cel­
ebrate National Coming Out Day.
People spoke of the importance 
of being honest with oneself and 
loved ones; the valüe of a c c e p ­
tance, and the satisfaction of rec­
ognizing the courage within oneself 
to be who one truly is.
Before the raising of the flag. 
President Susan Cole spoke, urging 
the campus community to respect 
the differences in people as a way of 
espousing a free and open society.
The flag was then raised, and 
the crowd looked to it as a symbol 
of pride as well as d call to all those 
who had not yet found the strength 
to let people know of their sexual 
orientation, to do so.
Underlying all the speeches 
given, was the still poignant memory 
of the September 11 attack on 
the World Trade Center and Penta­
gon nearly a month prior. National 
Coming Out Day became a day to 
remember all those gay, lesbian, 
bisexual and transgender victims 
who died in the attack.
. Marta Lopez Luatez, the co-chair 
with Karen E. Dennis of Gay and 
Lesbian Faculty and Staff, read a 
message- from Dennis who was not 
able to attend the flag raising.
"The firefighters and police didn't 
ask if these lives [those gay, lesbian, 
bisexual and transgender who died 
in the 'WTC attack] were worth 
saving,” read Luatez, "Every life is 
worth saving." She continued to call
flag is raised above the Student 
become the symbol for gay and
on people to be brave, honest and 
respect one another.
Following Luatez, Gil Zieklin of 
Gay and Lesbian Faculty and Staff, 
read the names and briefly spoke 
about all the gay, lesbian, bisexual 
and transgender people who died 
as a result o f the a tta ck  on the 
WTC. He then asked the crowd to 
take, a moment of silence in their 
remembrance.
Mark Koppel, a professor in the 
psychology department, chose to 
make his statem ent for National 
Coming Out Day, by quoting the 
words of Candace J. Gingrich, 
National Coming Out Project Man­
ager as well as the daughter of Newt 
Gingrich, former Speaker of the U.S. 
House of Representatives.
In it, Gingrich expressed the impot- 
tance of being “hbnest about who 
we are." Koppel ended a speech by 
making a personal statement, calling 
out to the crowd that "the fight for 
equal rights will continue."
After the faculty speeches, the 
President of the student organiza­
tion S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S., spoke#he 
importance of coming out and the 
satisfaction he gained by doing so.
"It was certainly the most trying 
experience, but also the most 
rewarding,” he said. "It is important 
that everyone recognize their worth 
as human beings." He urged anyone 
who is gay, lesbian, bisexual or trans­
gender to "com e out to just one 
person this week."
The event concluded with the 
overarching message of a c c e p ­
tance, not only of sexual orienta­
tion, but also of all faiths and back­
grounds, referencing the recent 
alienation of people associated with 
the Muslim faith and culture.
People were urged to spread 
the warmth promoted through the 
flag raising for gay, lesbian, bisexual 
and transgender individuals to all 
people., no mater what their differ­
ences may be. m
By S im ona Kogan 
Feature Editor
I look a t peop le  as gay, and I'm gonna think you're gay until you tell me you're straight. You hear 
rumors that Tom Cruise is straight, that 
Whitney Houston is straight...what’s 
that about?"
"How dum b does tha t sound? 
Now think about how gay people feel 
when they hear that (everybody is 
straight)...When I don 't understand a 
situation, I try to look at it in the oppo­
site way...I wonder, do gay people 
look at straight people and stereotype 
them the way straight people stereo­
type gay people?"
With those words, the audience 
was dumbfounded. An electric cur­
rent of energy swept the room as 
many whispered amongst themselves. 
Others sat up stiffly, as as if rammed by 
a wooden board behind them.
Jhon Velasco had proven his point. 
A public speaker recently revealing 
his homosexuality, Velasco had come 
to MSU to inform the audience about 
the hardships of being gay in society 
today. He had also arrived to share 
his story.
“When people come out of the 
closet," he told the enraptured audi­
ence, "they came out for many dif­
ferent reasons."
On National Coming Out Day, 
October 11, Velasco came to share 
his knowledge as part of a workshop 
called "The Ins and Outs of Closets,” 
sponsored by Wellness Education and 
co-sponsored by S.P.EC.T.R.U.M.S.
During his moving presentation, 
“coming out" implied. The audience 
responded that if meant “ realizing 
your identity” , as one student put it or 
"living your life as who you are and 
being true to yourself, " as another 
student explained.
Velasco felt coming out meant
different stages people go through 
when self-disclosing yourself.
He also told the audience the 
story of his life. He referred to this 
as History.
In the story of his own life, 
Velasco talked about growing up 
with an abusive father who tried 
toughening him up and about 
his first crush on a boy in his kinder­
garten class.
As he got older, he knew what 
he was feeling wasn't the norm 
and so he tried, with great dif­
ficulty, to oppress his feelings.
“My whole life was about fit­
ting in and surviving," Velasco 
said.
In order to cover up his true 
feelings, Velasco became some­
what of a "Latino Casanova” in 
high school, with a new girlfriend 
every weekend.
A priest he saw told Velasco 
that it was the devil tempting him 
and to keep his feelings inside and 
not act upon them.
In college, Velasco had his 
first openly gay relationship, and 
finally came out to his parents. He 
let them know on two separate 
occasions.
Said Velasco, "I had to realize 
tha t if it took me 20 years, i t ’ s 
gonna take my parents twice as 
long."
As Velasco told his story, he 
took big Lego blocks, stacking 
each on top of the other. He 
told the audience that the blocks 
represented the' many different 
ways he colored himself in terms of 
things such as education, religion, 
family, etc.
Velasco continues building his 
own life to this day.
"I’m just one person, but there 
are so many different people," 
he said. He is proving that even 
one person can make a differ­
ence.
K)M ALONZO/ THE MONTCLARION
Speaker Jhon Velasco shakes his personal tale of “coming out” and 
intrigues the crowd as he reveals different aspects of his personality.
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Alcohol Awareness 
Empowers Women
Fighting Alcohol Abuse By Knowing
The Facts
By T ina S nyder 
Assistant Feature Editor
a lthough having an occa ­sional alcoholic drink to modify mood and behavior is gener­
ally accepted in our society, there is 
a dangerous risk that the "occasional 
drink" becomes depended upon. 
This is called alcohol abuse and is 
defined as the misuse of alcohol to 
the point where it is over-consumed 
and begins to interfere with normal 
functioning. This especially affects 
women. A lthough research has 
shown that males are heavier drink­
ers than females, studies have con­
firmed that women who abuse and 
overuse alcohol have much higher 
risks due to a lcohol’s devastating
effects.
One reason why women are at 
a higher risk is because of the differ­
ent ways women's bodies take in 
alcohol. Because of lower body 
water than men of the same weight, 
women achieve higher concentra­
tions of alcohol in the blood after 
consuming equivalent amounts of 
it. Thus, it has a greater im pact.
Health risks are also much higher 
in women who drink heavily. Accord­
ing to the National Institute on Alco­
hol Abuse and Alcoholism, women 
who drink are more susceptible 
to liver, brain, and heart disease. 
Enzymes that assist in metabolizing 
alcohol are less efficient in women, 
resulting in cirrhosis of the liver and 
occurring in a shorter am ount of 
time. Brain scans have found that in 
the region of the brain that controls 
multiple brain functions are smaller
for women who chronically drink.
Heart risks like muscle disease 
and heart attacks are higher 
in women who are alcohol abus­
ers. Also, breast cancer is a t an 
increased risk for even moderate 
drinkers.
"Binge drinking," is the most 
com mon form of drinking by 
women befween the ages of 18 
and 25. Forty percent of women 
start drinking before 15 years of 
age, which results in alcohol depen­
dency at some point in their lives. 
Preteen alcohol abusers are sus­
ceptib le to the delayed onset o f ! 
puberty, and in young women alco­
hol abuse disrupts the menstrual 
cycle, affects ovulation and fertil­
ity, and can lead to early meno­
pause.
In addition to these health risk 
factors, women who misuse alcohol
are much more susceptible to violent 
sexual victim ization, unpro tected 
sex’, unwanted pregnancies, dating 
violence like kicking and punching, 
and STI’s, including HIV. In alcohol 
abusive marriages, alcohol depen­
dent wives have been linked to her 
husband's aggression towards her, 
regardless of his drinking level.
Because these studies and 
research have been recognized and 
proven, it is extremely important fpr 
women to understand the danger­
ous effects of alcohol and alcohol 
dependence and abuse.
Due to these facts, women are 
urged to w atch when, where, and 
how much alcohol they consume. If 
they find that they are abusers of any 
kind of alcohol, they can seek help 
so that they can regain control and 
power back over their health and 
their lives.
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‘ "American Me”, IS0/LAS0 Movie Night, 6:30-9:30p.m. Dl 177
~ U o /tA c fa u  I &
-pAiJau IQ
‘ Money Management Workshop, 11:30a.m.-1 p.m. Dl Cohen Lounge 0
‘ Study for those midterms!
‘Global Fashion Festival, 3-8p.m. Memorial Auditorium
Walt Disney World College Program Info Table, 9a.m.-2p.m. Dl 
‘ Leadership Development Lunch Mtg, 12:30-2p.m. SC 417 
*JSU, 5-6p.m. SC 123
‘ Author Silvana Paternostro, In the Land of God & Man, 5-7p.m. SC 419 
‘ Latissimo, 6-8p.m. SC Annex




‘ Entre Nosotras: Latinas Making Our Mark in 
Higher Education, 12-2p.m. Russ Kopps. Lounge 
‘ L.A.S.O., 3:30p.m. SC Cafe C 
‘Alcoholics Anonymous, 5:30p.m. Newman Center 
*S.-P.E-,C.T.R.U.M.S., 7:30-9:30p.m. SC 417
‘ O.S.A.U., 7:30p.m. SC Cafe C
~TutA cH au  2 3
'University Day
'Pagan Student Union, 3:30p.m. SS'3rd Floor 
'C.A.R.I.B.S.O. Meeting, 4p.m. SC Cafe C 
Medieval Society, 4p.m. SC 418 
Class One Concerts, 4:30p.m. SC 
"Who Wants to be a Hundredaire?", 9p.m. Ratt
WTC Open Forum
Calms Fears
B yC ris tin  C u rry  
StaffWriter
Since the recent terrorist attacks against the United States many people across the country have 
been wondering and asking, "Why? 
Why did this happen? How could 
this have happened? Who exactly 
did this to us?” Though the media 
has tried to keep us as informed 
and up-to-date on the situation as 
possible, questions continue to arise, 
permeating fear and doubt, ensu­
ing from unreciprocated inquiries. 
Thus, one must be aware that with 
fear and doubt, prejudice and hate 
begin to result.
Courtney Benjamin of the 
Kappa Alpha Psi 
Fraternity real- 
ized^this quan­
dary and had 
questions of his 
own he wanted 
answered. In 
order to expose 
these answers 
and aid others, 





cussion panel sponsored by Kappa 
Alpha Psi, which was held on 
Monday October 8th in the Student 
Center Dining Room.
The panel consisted of three 
speakers. They included Sarnia Malik 
from the Muslim Student Organiza­
tion and. two representatives from 
the Arabic Student Organization, 
both named Moustafa Hazin. The
speakers responded to questions and 
concerns that the audience had and 
tried to clear up any indistinct theories 
o.f the attacks.
The audience directed their com-, 
ments toward-the three designated 
students at the panel, inquiring of the 
ways of their cultures, their opinions 
on the matter, and adding their own 
theories of the travesty.
One audience member asked 
the panel a question pertaining to 
why the terrorists would want to fight a 
war against the U.S knowing that they 
do not hold a candle to the technol­
ogy and power, that we encompass. 
Moustafa Hazin replied to the question 
with the statement "Well if you give 
a dying man a gun is he going fo be 
afraid to die?"
Habeeb Ullah el Amin from 
the Muslim Student O rganization 
at Ramapo College 
also attended the 
meeting, seeking 
views of other stu­
dents on the situa­
tion at hand. Amin 
offered knowledge 
of his own past 
experiences under 
circumstances of 
war, and a brief his­
tory lesson of how 
the Palestinian and 
Israeli internal strife 
originally began.
Benjamin was pleased with the 
commentary from the audience and 
panelists, also hoping that the forum 
assisted in clearing the air of a majority 
of the bigotry and worries that have 
risen in the past month. Students were 
able to relieve themselves of any stress 
or strain they felt as. an effect, and a 
great deal of cultural uncertainty was 
manifested.
I
 ^ . . . Q u e s t io n s  c o n ­
t in u e  TO ARISE, PERME­
ATING FEAR AND DOUBT, 
ENSUING FROM UNRECIP­
ROCATED WORRIES. 9 9
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The Truth Behind 
The Alcohol Myth
Alcohol Abuse Misconceptions 
Put to Rest
By S tephanie L. B rune tlo  
Special to TheMontclarion
Everyone drinks alcohol. When I go to parties, everyone drinks a lot. I mean, this is college! 
I should have fun while I can, and 
then after graduation I’ll get my act 
together. Besides, I'm more fun to be 
around when I'm drunk. And what 
else is there to do when you go out? 
I just don 't think it's a big deal.
Sound familiar? These are just a 
few of the common misconceptions 
about alcohol.
The truth is that over-consumption 
of alcohol can have serious conse­
quences on your health, academics 
and social life.
O ctober is A lcohol Awareness 
Month, a time to clear up the freely 
flowing myths about alcohol and
MSU.
When you go to a party, it may 
seem like everyone is drinking heav­
ily. However, 65 percent of MSU 
students do not drink excessively. 
(Drinking excessively 
can be defined as 
binge drinking, or 
four or more drinks for 
females and five or 
more drinks for males 
in one sitting.)
In fact, the major­
ity of MSU students 
drinks only one to 
four drinks, or does 




be fun. However, studies have shown 
that excessive drinking has been 
linked to lower class a ttendance 
(remember that hangover from last 
week?), poorer study habits, and 
lower GPAs. The higher the average
numbers of drinks per week, the 
lower the GPA.
Thinking abou t going to class 
more often now? Read on.




when you drink, 
it’s because 
a lcohol lowers 
your inhibitions 
and can make 
you do things 
you wouldn’t 
normally do if 
you were sober.
A l c o h o l  
weakens your 
defenses and 
decreases your ability to make safe 
and smart decisions, thus increasing 
your chances of getting pregnant 
or contracting a sexually transmitted 
infection.
It can also make you slur your
words, stumble, puke or make a fool 
of yourself. So if you're more fun to 
be around when you’re drunk, I'd 
hate to see you sober!
Some more sobering stats: Att 
one university, over two-thirds of men 
involved in sexual assault had been 
drinking at the time of the incident, 
as well as half of the female 
victims. Some studies of suicide 
'in the general population show that 
approximately one-fifth of such vic­
tims are alcoholics. Also, 40 percent 
of all traffic fatalities are alcohol- 
related.
Now that these myths have been 
corked, you know what the big deal 
is about alcohol and you have more 
information on tap to help you make 
better decisions.
"Student Alcohol and Drug Use 
and Perceived Norms at MSU addic­
tion Studies-Wellspring 1998
66 ...6 5  PERCENT OF 
STUDENTS DO NOT DRINK 
EXCESSIVELY...M SU  
STUDENTS DRINK ONLY 
ONE TO FOUR DRINKS, OR 
DO NOT DRINK AT 
ALL. 9 9
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Cam pus M inistry Retreat
November 16-18, 2001 
Archdiocesan Youth Center
Kearny, NJ
price - $25 (incl. food and lodging)
deadline - November 9, 2001 
contact -
more in fo .- ( 9 7 3 )  7 4 6 - 2 3 2 3
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m O C C S &) The Le9acy Lives On
informing MSU if the issues ffte Controversial Columbus Day is
affecting today s Latino Americans Celebrated in Latin America
By Edgardo Santos 
StaffWriter
In the United States, Columbus Day is a national holiday celebrated on the second Monday ot Octo­
ber. October is also Latino Heritage 
month.
It is no co incidence that these 
two events fall in the same month, 
considering th a t the tw o are so 
closely related.
Although we know that Colum­
bus was not the first human being to 
set foot on the Americas, it was his 
visit that wo.uld lead to colonization 
of the Americas and would eventu­
ally shape the entire world.
Christian missionary zeal and a 
desire for gold and conquest moti­
vated Columbus' historic voyage in 
1492. He was in search for a shorter 
trade route between Europe and 
Asia. The discovery of such a route 
would not only bring Columbus, but
Spain great wealth.
When Columbus first made con­
tact with the New World, he though 
he had reached Asia. He believed 
that he had reached the East Indies, 
and referred to 
the natives as 
‘‘Indians,” a term 
that would come 
to be applied 
to all indigenous 
people of the 
New World.
Later, in his 
own diary,
Columbus would 
write that he was 
greeted by the 
natives with the 
most generous 
hospitality he had ever known, he 
immediately began the enslavement 
and murder of the Indian people of 
the Caribbean.
For many years there has been 
debate concerning the character 
and legacy of Columbus, and the 
celebration of Columbus Day is never 
without some controversy.
The main concern of those 
opposed to celebrating this day is 
that not enough attention is given to 
the treatment of the Native Ameri­
can peoples by the Spanish explor­
ers.
They say that to 
celebrate this day 
is to celebrate the 
genocide of the 
Native American 
people. They argue 
that the arrival of 
Columbus to the 
Americas was a 
disaster right from 
the start. They say 
that he is a symbol 
of imperialism and 
colonialism and the 
exploitation of people.
Defenders of the Columbus holi­
day argue that it is not fair to judge a 
15th century figure, such as Colum­
bus, by the moral and legal stan­
dards of today. However, it is well 
known and documented that Euro­
pean leaders at that time acknowl­
edged  the rights of Indians and
prohibited their slaughter and unjust 
wars against them.
The controversy involving Colum­
bus Day has lead several states, such 
as South Dakota and Louisiana, to 
change the Columbus holiday to a 
day of honoring American Indians. It 
is known as Native American Day.
In several Latin American coun­
tries such as Argentina, Costa Rica, 
Mexico, Ecuador and Venezuela, 
Columbus Day is celebrated as Dia 
de la Raza, the Day of the Race. It 
is a celebration of Hispanic heritage 
and all of the ethnic and cultural 
influences that make it distinctive.
On Dia de la Raza, Latin Ameri­
can countries celebrate the deeds 
of those who came after Columbus 
and those who melded their Euro­
pean culture with the indigenous 
culture.
It is also a rem inder of all the 
battles and misunderstandings that 
occurred throughout the centuries 
and those who have created the 
.multi-cultural and multi-ethnic societ­
ies of Latin America.
F o r  m a n y  y e a r s
THERE HAS BEEN DEBATE 
CONCERNING THE CHAR­
ACTER AND LEGACY OF
C o l u m b u s . . .C o l u m b u s  
D a y  is  n e v e r  w it h o u t
SOME CONTROVERSY. 9 9
Ken Griffey, Jr., Derek Jeter, and Alex Rodriguez could not have begun their baseball careers without some influence from past players who have made it big •
Roberto Clemente may have been one of those players.
He has achieved over 3,000 hits, four batting crowns and 12 gold 
gloves. But more then so, Clemente was the first Hispanic athlete to be 
inducted into the Baseball Hall of Fame.
Roberto Clemente was born on August 18,1934 in the town of Carolina, 
Puerto Rico. He grew up loving baseball all his life.
In 1952, while he was in high school, he signed a contract with the 
Santurce Crabbers of the Puerto Rico Winter League. Finally, on October 
9th, 1954, he was signed with the Brooklyn Dodgers.
A month later, he was quickly sent to play for the Pittsburgh Pirates.
As a right fielder for the Pittsburgh Pirates, Clemente was a 12-time 
all-star and led the league in outfield assists five times.
By the 1960's, Clemente was known as one of the top players in the 
National League. Although only winning the MVP in 1966, he became the 
star baseball player of that decade. His cunning throws led the Pirates 
to win their first ever World Series, He was the 1971 World Series MVP. He 
had a hit in every game of the 1960 and 1971 World Series, finally hitting 
the 3,000 mark on Sept. 30, 1972.
He dom inated almost every gam e he played and becam e an 
extremely popular and distinguishable athlete. No other Latin American 
had received as much recognition in that time period.
Clemente is the all-time Pirate leader in games, at bats, hits, singles, 
and total bases. He became the second baseball player to appear on a 
U.S. Postage Stamp after Jackie Robinson.
Clemente died on December 31, 1972 in an airplane crash while he 
was trying to deliver supplies to earthquake victims in Nicaragua.
Clemente has always been known as “The Great One.” His uniform 
number, 21, was retired.
He is known as the greatest Hispanic right fielder to ever play the 
game of baseball.
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Serving the 
Community
* Philanthropies Give Greeks the 
Chance to Give Back
By Erica M anen  
StaffWriter
. k  i  ost often, partying and 
lY/1pledging is associated with 
I V 1 being Greek. However, there 
is so much more to Greek life than 
rushing. Homecoming, p ledging, 
and partying. Greek life is nothing 
like the movie Animal House. Greeks 
are very much involved within the 
community.
Greeks do their part to serve the 
community through philanthropies. 
Philanthropy is a community service 
program. Montclair State University 
mandates that each Greek organi­
zation complete a minimum of two 
philanthropies each semester. Many 
organizations do far more tharrthat.
Every organization has an array 
of philanthropies. Some participate 
in events for Multiple Sclerosis, others 
for the American Heart Association, 
Habitat for Humanity „and  Unicef to 
name a few. In addition, most nation­
als have one designated'charitable 
organization that they sponsor. For
example. Phi Sigma Sigma sponsors 
the National K idneyFoundation. 
The chapter here at MSU and every 
other chapter of Phi Sigma Sigma 
in the nation will do a t least one 




number of phi- .1  
lanthropies are 
held on campus.
Most recently, on . I  
O ctober 10, a 
Skate-a-Thon was I  
held at Floyd 
Arena. The goal of 
this activity was to 
both raise money 
for and aware- u  
ness of breast
cancer. Among the organizations that 
partic ipa ted  were Lambda Theta 
Alpha and Phi Sigma Pi. For the past 
month, the National Social Sororities 
have been selling candy to benefit 
the families of victims of the World 
Trade Center tragedy in the cafete­
ria. Last semester, A lpha lota Chi 
hosted a fashion show and raffle in 
the’ballrooms of the student center to
66 MSU MANDATES 
e a c h  G r e e k  o r g a ­
n iz a t io n  COMPLETE A 
MINIMUM OF TWO PHIL-
raise money for Multiple Sclerosis.
Next semester, Sigma Delta Phi 
will be holding their annual King 
and Queen of Hearts fundraiser to 
raise money for the American Heart 
Association. This fundraiser is held 
in the weeks prior 
to Cotillion, which 
is when the winners 
are announced. 
Many of the other 
Greek organizations 
participate by nom­
inating a potential 
King or Queen. 
Donations to the 
American Heart 
Association are 
made under the 
nom inees’ names 
and whoever raises 
the most money is crowned at Cotil­
lion.
But not all philanthropies are held 
during the school year. Greeks are 
active in the community, regardless 
of whether school is in session or not. 
This summer, the annual Montclair 
Children’s Music Festival was held. 
The festival boasted many different 
music groups, a puppeteer, a cari­
THROPIES EACH SEMES
t e r . M a n y . . .d o  fa r
MORE THAN THAT. 9 9
caturist, and several, other attrac­
tions. All proceeds were donated 
to a local school for deaf children. 
Several organizations were present to 
help coordinate this event. Members 
from Phi Mu Alpha, lota Phi Theta, 
Alpha lota Chi, and Lambda Sigma 
Upsilon were all present to lend a 
helping hand.
There may be events all year 
round, but the holidays always foster 
a strong desire to do something 
good, especially for children. Thus, 
organizations coordinate their phi­
lanthropies with the holiday season.
For Halloween, Phi Sigma Pi will 
be painting pumpkins with children 
at the Hackensack University Medi­
ca l Center. Theta Kappa Chi will 
be visiting children at Newark Beth 
Israel Hospital around Thanksgiving. 
In December, Phi Sigma Pi will be 
co-sponsoring a coffeehouse with 
A.S.S.I.S.T. also to benefit children.
Community Service is a yearlong 
endeavor for the Greek community. 
There is a certain satisfaction in giving 
to those in need. That satisfaction is 
unmatched. The greatest party can't 
even compare , to doing something 
good for another human being.
INTRAMURAL SPORTS REGISTRATION




Men's, Women’s and Coed Teams encouraged!!!
Registration: October 17-18
Pick up team registration forms In the Commuter Lounge 
Questions? Call the Campus Recreation Office 655-7443
Upcoming Special Events: Paintball,
Red Hawk §K Walk-Run 11/ 17, Ski Trip 12/15.
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Respect for Life,
Served Up Right!
Crudup's Love of Cooking KeepMSU Students Coming
MIKECAFARO/ THE MONTCLARION
No matter what your stomach is craving from the grill, Latif Crudup is sure to serve it up well beyond your 
expectations, and top it all off with a side of respect, a motto by which he works.
By M iche le  P hipany  
Chief Copy Editor
X X o u 'v e  heard his comedic anti- 
IT dotes while standing on line 
to specially order your favorite 
sandwich. You’ve written enough 
comment cards about him to fill up 
the entire message board in the 
Student Center cafeteria. You 
know how satisfied 
you are with his ser­
vice, now it's time 
to finally meet the 
man behind the 
grill.
Having been in 
catering services 
on his own for the 
past five years, Latif 
Crudup has surely 
reigned in the Stu­
dent Center cafete­
ria as the students' 
chef of choice.
Though he has only been working 
at MSU for two and a half years, he 
has earned his reputation as a great 
chef through his efforts in the kitchen, 
serving breakfast and lunch to the 
hungry college campus.
“ I like to eat and I like, to cook," 
says Crudup of his perfo rm ance 
in the kitchen. "When I serve some­
body, I like it to look good. I attend 
to somebody the way that I want to 
be treated.”
Crudup cam e to  liking w hat 
he does by w atch ing his m other 
and grandmother cook. He then 
decided to advance that inspira­
tion by receiving his Culinary Arts 
degree from The Cooking School of 
Performing Arts in New York.
But it wasn't until he came to MSU 
and began catering in the kitchen, 
that Crudup became the “hands-on, 
people person" that students and 
faculty know so well.
Whether he is greeting a nevy 
face, or grilling up something tasty for 
the regulars, it’s more than obvious 
that Crudup is more than the white 
apron he wears - he always puts his
heart into his work.
, "I like to have fun doing what I'm 
doing, making people laugh...but I 
stay focused on what I do, and that 
is to serve my customers."
This doesn't just include serving 
his MSU customers, as Crudup's jobs 
extend well beyond the university 
grounds. Not only does he grill up 
a mouth-watering grilled chicken 
sandwich at MSU, Crudup also con­
tinues to cater for Hogwild Catering 
in Jackson, New 
Jersey.





to Rutherford so 
that he can be 
closer to MSU. 




from a college in
Jersey City.
"I see a lot more opportunities up 
here...I see a way to grow."
Between school, work, and more 
work, it would seem that his plate was 
nearly full. But Crudup's motivation 
never seems to run dry, nor does it 
interrupt the positive service he is 
focused on giving his customers.
"It takes a good strong mind
to continue...and I'm a very open- 
minded person. It's all about respect. 
If you respect one person, they'll 
respect you back."
While he claims not to be quite 
the food critic, Crudup says he pre­
fers to cook for himself, but also likes 
to try food from different cultures. He 
enjoys barbecuing with a close friend 
in the catering business. Together 
they com e up with new ideas for 
the kitchen, and take care of their 
families.
Crudup also stated that he learns 
a lot from Chef Scott, who also works 
in the Student Center cafeteria. “You 
have to like what you are doing or 
you're not going to make it [in this 
business]. I’m still learning, but I have 
a lot of opportunities to advance at 
MSU and outside [the university],"-
Not a t all in tim ida ted by the 
shiny, new Red Hawk Diner that is 
soon to open up, Crudup demon­
strates a sincere gratitude for those 
whp welcom e his service. “ I get 
a .lot of regulars and compliments, 
and that shows me they appreciate 
what I’m doing. I have no favorit­
ism in anybody - we're all in here 
together."
While he aspires to one day have 
his own business, for now Crudup 
continues to serve-MSU with the 
attitude of a fun-loving professional, 
and a smile that says,: "I’ll be right 
there to serve you."
Due to an error in our archiving 
process, last week we named Domingo 
Estrada, former L.JA.S.O. President, as 
the current President. Stalin Vallejo 
is, in fact, the current President of
LJA.S.0.
66 | l ik e  t o  h a v e
FUN DOING WHAT I’M 
DOING...BUT I STAY 
FOCUSED ON WHAT I DO 
AND THAT IS TO SERVE 
MY CUSTOMERS. 9 9
-L a tif CCrudup
By Eric Ganguly 
StaffWriter
La Estrella del 
Caribe
Location
La Estrella del Caribe is located at 
875 Paterson Plank Road Secaucus, 
NJ on Route #3 east bound.
Mass Transportation
La Estrella del Caribe is accessible 
by NJ Transit Bus no.705 to Passaic
Bus Terminal and NJ Transit Bus 
No. 190 to Secaucus. NJ.Transit 191 to 
190 and the Decamp 66 line could 
also access this line. For those driving, 
take Route #3 east to Paterson Plank 
Road in Secacus and follow it until 
you reach Route #3 junction.
Price Range
This resteraunt goes from very 
cheap to very expensive. Appetizers 
range from $3.95 to $ 11.95 Entree 
range from $10.95 to $30.00 and 
drinks are $3-5 for beer and frozen 
drinks and $10-15 for Sangria. Desserts 
are only $2.00,
What’s On The Menu
The cuisine is Cuban, Dominican, 
and.Puerto Rican. Dishes offered 
here reflect the cuisine of the islands. 
Appetizers inc lude chincharones 
tostones fried green bananas, and 
seafood appetizers. Main entrees 
include ropa Vieja, polio Yellow Rice 
with Chicken, arroz con cariscos, 
and cola de lagosta. al Aaor lobster 
tails in garlic sauce.
Drinks include Sangria Dominican 
Presidente Beer and frozen tropical 
drinks like Mango Colada, passion- 
fruit Colada, and Tropical Martini.
Ambiance
The exterior of the restaurant may 
looks like a diner, but the interior of 
the restaurant is quite elegant. It 
features chandeliers, tropical plants, 
and pictures of Santo Domingo, 
the Dominican Capital, and Little 
Havana in Miami. Large numbers 
of Salsa and bachata bands play 
here.
Thumbs Up, Thumbs 
Down
This restaurant is a fun place to 
take a friend on a Friday night. The 
restaurant reminds you of being out 
in Miami at night. The food, is excel­
lent. The salsa music played here 
adds to the fiery Latin atmosphere 
that this restaurant has,
On a College 
Student’s Budget
One can eat very cheaply here. 
La Estrella del Caribe can be the first 
Introduction to Caribbean Hispanic 
Cuisine that many Americans should 
try, This restaurant is well worth the 
visit.
a r t s  & e n t e r t a i n m e n t
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Angels Captivate and Entertain at Fox Theater
By Anna Law rence  
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Angels in America
Studio Theater 
O c to b e r  18 - 20 & 25 - 27 
at 8 PM, 21 at 2 PM, 26 at 
1 PM.
y
\  A / ^ en y°u think ° t  the way a 
\ i \ l  stereotypical homosexual 
J  y  male is depicted either on 
television, in movies, or in theater, you 
may think of a flamboyant, effemi­
nate, weak bordering on spineless 
stalk of a man, emaciafed by HIV or 
AIDS, and most likely obsessed wifh 
musicals.
This is nof, however, an accurate 
description, but one that has unfor­
tunately been perpetuated by bad 
m edia. This is also not the kind 
of homosexual you will find in the 
Theater and Dance Department's 
latest offering, Angels in Am erica. 
The principal characters in Angels are 
dynamic - strong yet soft, masculine 
yet feminine - and struggling to live 
life as normally as possible in' mid- 
1980s New York City.
Ange/s "follows an ensemble cast 
that dissects the homosexual com­
munity: there are the young and 
struggling lovers. Prior Walter and 
Logiilronson,, t,he,elder .Roy Cohn,- 
diághósed with d new disease called'
AIDS, and the questioning Joe Porter 
Pitt, who has been repressing his sexu­
ality since his adolescent upbringing 
as a Mormon in Salt Lake City, Utah.
The first act, entitled "Bad News" 
encompasses just that. Prior is diag­
nosed with Legionnaire's disease, 
while Louis entertains thoughts of 
leaving him. Roy is facing disbarment 
offer years of successful work. Not 
only is Joe's wife Harper addicted 
to pills and hallucinatory, she thinks 
she's pregnant, gnd he himself starts 
to question the ideals he has been 
raised on. These plotlines 
develop through Act 
Two, “ In Vitro” and Act 
Three, . "Not-
Yet-Conscious, For­
ward Dawning" some 
happy, and some 
unhappy, endings. Not 
all will be pleased by the turnout, 
however, life, which this play mimics 
so well, is seldom fair.
The four principal actors are all 
strong actors and veterans of the 
MSU stage. Robert Rivera provides 
an almost comical portrayal of Roy 
Cohn. His timing and off-handed 
delivery, many of his more serious 
lines take a humorous twist. Peter 
Muzio as Louis Ironson invokes our 
pity as his plight unfolds, to stay with 
or leave Prior in his time of need. 
Similarly, Nick Paula as Prior invokes 
our tears as he struggles with his 
problems, his inevitable death and 
his torturous path there. As Joseph 
Pitt, Marc Schneider portrays,his 
character like.it is, second skin, and 
holds com m and over the stage
whenever he steps out onto it. He is 
one of the strongest in the cast.
Supporting actors give strong 
performances as well, and a nod 
goes to director Ramon Delgado, a 
member of MSU faculty, for superb 
direction of this serious drama,
Where would the cast be without 
a set? The simple stage is built with 
platforms and adorned with the 
basics in the way of furniture. The 
floor is painted brightly, the light­
ing hues are rich and vibrant, 
and the backdrop is an enor­
mous view of New York City 
a t sunset, at the moment 
when both blues and pinks live 
together in the sky. Set, lighting 
and sound design was done 
by students Nick Morales, John 
Wiese and Mike Frackoviak, 
respectively.
The set allows for five differ­
ent scenes to be set all at once, 
making it possible to have two 
scenes running simultaneously.
This ability to run two scenes at 
once plays out deftly between 
the pairing of Paula and Muzio 
and Schneider and Elizabeth 
Berchtold, who plays his wife.
Both the scenes are similar, but 
the cuts are so fast, it almost 
plays out like one entire scene.
This is definitely something 
you shouldn't bring the kids to, 
and you may w ant to leave 
your parents at home as well.
The subject material, all swirling 
around and relating to homo­
sexuality, .is not for the faint of 
heart. Angels in America is for
mature, educated audiences, as it 
brings up topics that don’t just relate 
to the homosexual lifestyle, but the 
state of America today. Not only 
will you be highly entertained and 
become emotionally involved, you 
will walk aw ay thinking differently 
about life in America. One thing is 
for sure, if angels do exist, they walk 
the stages at MSU.
STEVE HOCKSTEIN /  NHARVARD STUDIO
Peter Muzio (Louis Ironson) and 
Nick Paula (Prior Walter) have their 
relationship tested in A n g e ls  in 
Am erica .
311 Brings Chaos to 
The Convention Center
By V ic to rio  Tengelics 
StaffWriter
By the time I reached Conven­tion Hall in Asbury Park on the night of O ctober 6, for 31 l ’s 
"From Chaos Tour," the line to just get 
in the building was huge. Although 
311 usually drew a big crowd, I wasn't 
expecting such a wait. It took me 
a second to realize the delay was 
not caused by the throng of fans 
waiting to see a really kick-but show, 
but from the heightened security at 
the hall due to the tragedy in New 
York. The wait was definitely worth it, 
though and I appreciated the extra 
concern for the safety of the fans.
Although 311 could play it right 
at an arena like MSG, Convention 
Hall was the perfect place for this 
show. The inside is reminiscent of 
a medieval cathedral with high ceil­
ings and antique chandeliers. There 
is stadium seating along three sides 
and a gigantic open area, which 
is. perfect for moshing and crowd 
surfing, both of which had already 
started by the time I entered the 
hall.
311 is Nicholas Hexum- lead 
vocals, Chad Sexton - drums and 
percussions, Timothy Mahoney-gui- 
tar, P-Nut (Aaron Wills)- bass and SA 
(Douglas Martinez )-vocals and turn­
tables. They all hail from Omaha,
Nebraska and officially formed 311 
in 1991 after separate unsuccessful 
stints in other bands. They 'released 
three records on their own; Dammit, 
Hydroponic, and Unity, before get­
ting signed with Capricorn Records. 
Although their initial releases gained 
them popularity in the Mid­
west, it wasn't until their 
third release (311) with 
Capricorn tha t the 
band started receiving 
national attention. The 
band keeps a tight tour­
ing schedule and their live shows 
draw  thousands of people  in 
because of the band's internal 
chemistry and dynamic personas. 
311's music can 't be narrowed down 
to one genre; it is a mix of so many 
different influences, most obvious of 
which are reggae, rap and rock.
One Side Zero opened the show, 
but fortunately, I only caught half of 
their set. The last few songs that I 
did hear all sounded the same and 
the vocals were almost completely 
drown out by the instruments. In 
all fairness they did have the disad­
vantage of being the opening act, 
which normally becomes the final 
sound check for the main a ttrac­
tion.
Everyone was on their feet as 
311 came on stage and started with 
"Omaha Stylee" from their second 
album  Grassroots. Their onstage 
energy is contagious and poured 
into the Hall that night. Nicholas
p a r t  th ree  o f  fo u r
By C hris U m stadter 
StaffWriter






I jerked awake in my bed, nearly 
flipping over and out, only by the 
barely gaining my bearings was I 
able to keep from falling down. I 
sat there, tense, alert, and panting 
heavily. I couldn’t shake the feel­
ing. That feeling that I was being 
chased. The feeling that anywhere 
I turned, someone would be there. 
Why couldn't I shake that feeling? 
It was a ridiculous feeling to have. 
There was no reason for me to think 
I was being chased.
Unless there is someone chasing 
you.
I brushed the thought away the 
instant I had it. What was I becom­
ing? Was I changing so strongly?
My actions weren 't a t all natural. 
I was being foolish, nothing more. 
That’s it. And I wasn't being followed. 
No one’s out to get me.
Right?
I swung my legs over the edge 
of the bed and stood unsteadily. I 
must've been unsettled all night; the 
bed was in terrible disarray. It even 
looked like I yanked the cover sheet 
off in my sleeping fervor. But that 
was all behind me now. I had other 
things to do anyway than jump at 
my shadow. The first portion of my 
report needed to be prepared for 
class. And that meant background 
information and research. I did have 
my work cut out for me that's for 
sure. I walked over to my dresser and 
opened it, trying to figure out what 
I should wear for the work ahead. 
When I p icked out my clothes, I 
gathered my toiletries- deodorant, 
co logne , and, a fte r ca tch in g  a 
glimpse of myself in my mirror, a razor. 
I hadn’t shaved over the past few 
days and was looking rather scruffy 
around the edges. I knew that after 
a shower and a shave I would feel
See "PARANOIA" on p. 14
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Thrillers Stay Alive with Don’t Say a Word
By A ndrew  W iecek
a here is just something about a well-acted psycho girl that makes her attractive. Especially when 
it’s Brittany Murphy giving a magnifi­
cent performance as the mentally 
tormented Elizabeth Burrows in Don't 
Say a Word. The line delivery, the 
chilling eye movement, and erratic 
fingertips are haunting and memo­
rable. It's hard to believe that this is 
the same actress who played Tai, the 
trdnsfer student in Clueless.
Elizabeth Burrows is the key to 
a ten m illion-dollar ruby lost ten 
years prior by bank robber Patrick 
Koster (Sean Bean). She has a six digit 
number locked in her mind. Koster 
wants these digits. He kidnaps the 
daughter of well-to-do psycholo­
gist, Dr. Nathan Conrad (Michael 
Douglas) who is forced to help Koster 
extract this number from Elizabeth to 
save his daughter's life.
This psychological thriller accepts 
director Gary Fleder's film techniques 
well. The spinning cam era move­
ment around Dr. Conrad heightens 
the tension of the  scene and 
increases his vulnerability. Fleder 
unites a close-up of the victim and 
a medium shot of the villain into a 
single shot towards the end of this 
film when Elizabeth and Koster are 
contrasted. This shot produces a 
moment of high tension. However,
B
Fleder's moments of dramatic slow­
down were not effective in this film 
because they were too long, broke 
the quick pace, and were not neces­
sary to convey a sense of drama.
This thriller alludes to several similar 
films including Speed, Home Alone, 
and Rear Window. The script writer's 
include tense phone conversations 
between the hero and the villain 
who sets up the rules of the game, 
a child/villain relation­
ship during a house 
break-in, the theme- 




h e a rs  the conversations that 
established the conspiracy between 
Conrad and Koster on their cell 
phones. The audience says, "I've 
heard this conversation before, in 
that Keanu Reeve's film, Speed. " 
Then a television turns on in the film, 
and a snippet of Speedis shown to 
the audience.
The scriptwriters are conversing 
with the audience. They say, "Yeah. 
We know. We saw that movie, too. 
But do you see how this is different?" 
Don't Say a Word is brilliant because 
it is conscious of itself as a "Hollywood 
suspense thriller". It is aware that its 
audience has seen similar "thriller" 
films and is aware that it will be com­
pared with those films. It is aware, 
instead of being ignorant.
The references also help define 
the four plots that the film follows 
simultaneously. Conrad's daughter 
is introduced while she is watching 
Home Alone: This reference fore­
shadows her kidnapping and her 
relationship with Koster's henchmen. 
The audience can easily understand 
her p lot by com paring and con-
311
Continued from p. 11
stands out but doesn't overshadow 
the rest of the band. They continued 
into "You Get Worked" from their 
latest release From Chaos. The set 
that night was a good mix of old 
and new music. When they jammed 
out to “All Mixed Up” everyone was 
dancing and a positive liveliness 
flowed through the crowd. 311 are 
very much about sending a positive 
message to their fans through their 
lyrics and u p b e a t musical style. 
There was a definite feeling of unity 
among everyone there, on more 
than one occasion throughout the 
night the crowd would start to chant 
U-S-A with 3) l.
As they started "Champagne," 
bubbles flowed out over the audi­
ence. With every minute the crowd 
becam e more alive. Even those 
who were not fam iliar with all of 
the band's music from all six of their 
major record label releases, were 
bound to be  jumping. Of course, 
they played many of their hits such 
as: "Down" from 311 which hit 
number one on the Billboard Music 
chart in 1996, "Come Original” and 
"You W ouldn't Believe” from their 
latest release. Their latest single to be 
released off of From Chaos entitled 
"I'll Be Here Awhile” is about surviving 
hard times. Although it was slated 
to be released in September before 
the tragedy occurred, that night 
they dedicated it to the heroes and
victims of the World Trade Center.
Musically, 311 have it all together. 
The vocal styles of Nicholas Hexum 
and SA provide a strong lead for 
the instruments behind them. Unlike 
other bands who stick to one style 
until they go out of style, 311 are 
always impraving within themselves 
by experimenting with different 
sounds and instruments. The com­
bination of the rock based guitar/ 
bass/drums style with turntables and 
other types of instruments bring them 
a broad range of fans.
Throughout the night there was 
heavy participation from the audi­
ence and at some points you 
couldn't even hear Nick's voice over 
the crowd. The fans began chanting 
the lyrics to “Who's Got the Herb" 
before the band did. Crowd surfing 
ran rampant through the night and 
even Nick got into it when he jumped 
off the stage in the middle of "F**k 
the Bullsh*t" at the end of their 
last encore. Confetti showered the 
crowd as the band departed the 
stage for the night.
311 put on an incredible show 
that night which left everyone want­
ing more. From Chaos is in stores 
now, and I would recommend 
adding it to your music collection, 
along with taking a chance and 
seeing them the next time they are 
in the area.
trasting her kidnapping with Kevin's 
adventure in Home Alone. The audi­
ence is not confused by her plot 
when the four plots are fighting for 
the its attention.
Don 'tSay a Word has a conversa­
tion with Hitchcock's Rear Window. 
Conrad’s wife has a broken leg. She 
is confided to her bed because of 
her cast like Jimmy Stewart Rear 
Windows She is the victim of Koster, 
who watches her through security 
cameras he p laced in her apart­
ment. Voyeurism, instead of help­
ing to uncover a murder, victimizes 
her. Any sense of security and com­
fort tha t she once had has now 
vanished.
This issue of security in Don’t Say 
a Word is timely in light of the recent 
events. Koster shatters the security 
that the Conrad family feels at home. 
Security cameras invade their.bed- 
room. The building's own security 
cameras tha t are normally used 
to protect them are corrupted by 
Koster and used to victimize them. 
This hauntingly parallels the recent 
terrorist events in our country. Despite 
the countless number of locks and 
chains on the door, Koster is still 
able to enter and kidnap Conrad's 
daughter. Despite Conrad's acquisi­
tion of gun, he is still not safe from 
Koster’s actions. Aré we ever really 
safe? Is security just an illusion?
The filtxi has a serious e th ica l 
situation involving doctor/pa tien t 
relations. Conrad only becomes 
interested in helping Elizabeth after 
his daughter is abducted because 
he wants to, save his daughter. Is 
it e th ica l for a doc to r to use his
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patient for selfish motives? Is our hero 
forgiven because his little girl's life is 
at stake? How would you feel if you 
were Elizabeth? Well, besides the 
whole “being crazy" thing.
Despite these silver linings, the film 
does leaves the audience unsatisfied 
like a plate of cheese fries with no 
gravy. Koster is after a ten million 
dollar ruby. Why? Is it purely material­
istic? Why the five o'clock deadline? 
Does someone turn into a pumpkin? 
Ten years of psychological trauma 
gone in one day? Can a psychologist 
really be that good? Despite these 
weak links, the movie is actually very 
rich and worth a close viewing.
PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO MOVIES
“I ’ll never te-ell" whisprs Brittany 
Murphey in the thriller D o n ’t Say 
a W ord.
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HOW OLD ARE YOU NOW? HOW OLD ARE YOU NOW?
Thursday, October 18 Sunday October 21
Peter Boyle 1933 
Mike Ditka 1939 
George C. Scott 1927
Friday, October 19
Chuck Berry 1926 
Omar Gooding 1976 
Chris Kattan 1970 
John Lithgow 1945
Saturday, October 20
Bela Lugosi 1882 
Mickey Mantle 1931 
Tom Petty 1950 
Arthur Rimbaud 1854 
Will Rogers, Jr. 1911
Whitey Ford 1928 
Dizzy Gillespie 1917 
Alfred Nobel 1833
Monday, October 22
Joseph Escobar 1908 
Annette Funlcello 1942 
Christopher Lloyd 1938
T uesday, October 23
Pele 1940
Johnny Carson 1925 
Wednesday, October 24 
Kevin Kline 1947
Knowsomeone who's celebrating a b irthday soon? What else says "Happy 
B irthday" (on a ve ry  lim ited  budget) better than getting your friend's name 
in the paper? Email msuarts@ hotmail.com w ith the birthday kid's fu ll name 
and year o f b irth at least a week before the date and le t them know you rea lly  
care., even though you may be rea llypoo r.
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Hardest Working Woman And Eternally Hard Women Tour
PHOTOS COURTESY OF ROLLINGSTOHE.COM
By Jen Gaynor 
StaffWriter
For two hours on Friday night, the rapt attention of 2,200 people was held not by CNN or a 
speech from President Bush. Instead, 
all attention was focused on a slight, 
petite figure poised behind a micro­
phone as she shook her hand and 
grinned sheepishly.
"I'm having a bit of a press-on nail 
problem," Ani DiFranco explained, 
tryjng to rid herself of the bothersome 
nail just two songs into her set at The
House-of Blues in Orlando.
DiFranco, perhaps the hardest 
working female artist in the music 
industry, is in the midst of her second 
tour in as many years, in support 
of her double CD, Revelling and
As in her last tour, 
which made a three- 
night stop at Manhat- 
tan's Hammerstein Ball­
room last Nov., DiFranco 
was accompanied on stage 
by a five-piece ensemble, which 
inc luded brass, drums, bass and 
keyboards, a far cry from her early 
days in which her only accompani­
ment was her guitar. The com bi­
nation works on her newer 
pieces, which have strayed 
from her folk roots into the 
realms of funk. However, with 
older pieces, such as "The 
Diner" and "Done Wrong," 
the added music both adds 
and takes away. ■
In a positive sense, the 
band added a mournfulness 
to the words of "Done 
Wrong,',' In the negative, 
the grittiness that character­
izes DiFranco's o lder work 
was overpowered and nearly 
com plete ly lost. However,
the familiarity of the older songs 
was a welcome change.
The older songs, songs of heart­
break and love, were a .throw 
back to a time when DiFranco 
was just starting out, with only 
her guitar, when she became the 
CEO of Righteous Babe Records 
to buck the commercial system. 
Gone were the political messages 
of her la ter works, like "To the 
Teeth" and "Up Up Up Up Up Up."
DiFranco, who has always 
rebelled against the establish­
ment, kept her po litica l com ­
mentary to a minimum, talking, 
of hope that some day violence 
will no longer beget violence, that 
countries can defend themselves 
with words instead of missiles. Her 
words were met with a roar of 
approval from the crowd and were 
a welcome change from the doom- 
sayers on TV.
Bitch and Animal, an eclectic  
member of the growing Righteous 
Babe label, opened for DiFranco, 
performing for 15 minutes to set the 
tone for DiFranco's two hour-plus set. 
The duo, consisting of two women 
simply nam ed Bitch and Animal, 
who mainly use an electric violin 
and African drums, provided smart 
and often funny commentary on the
objectification of women and their 
genitalia. Their new CD, Eternally 
Hard can be found on Righteous 
Babe Records and was produced 
by DiFranco.
Ani DiFranco will be performing at 
the Keswick Theater in Philadelphia 
on Oct. 24 and 25 before traveling 
to New Jersey to play at Brookdale 
County College on the 26. For infor­
m ation and tickets for the Phila­
delphia shows, call 215-572-7650. 
For information and tickets for the 
New Jersey show, call 609-520-8383. 
Information on Ani DiFranco, Bitch 
and Animal and other artists on the 
Righteous Babe Records label can be 
found at www.righteousbabe.com.
Bjork Fills Radio City Music Hall Full Of Love
By Christina Spatz 
Assistant Arts Editor
a ll that is modern, the mark of creativity, childlike innocence, sensual movement and con­
cea led  artistry encompasses the 
genesis of Bjork. A 54-piece 
orchestra, accompanied by harpist 
Zeena Parkins, the electrónica band 
Matmos and an Inuit Eskimo girl choir 
from Greenland, crept silently upon 
the stage, and as g litter d raped 
over a daintily dressed Icelandic 
beauty, the compiéxities of an 
overtly aesthetic experience had 
commenced.
Ethereally and patien tly , the 
satin-feathered Bjork, all in white, 
opened with “ All Is Full of Love" 
from her third album Hom ogenic. 
Through the use of a movie projector 
displaying photos of her homeland, 
her music worked to c o n tra d ic t 
the landscapes of the melancholy 
and frozen hearted. Celestial and 
removed, Bjork brilliantly channels 
her opulent voice, echoing an 
uplifting and harmonious encounter 
w ith her fans. Through such an 
intense in troduction, the perfor­
mance already succeeded in fore­
shadowing the romantic absolution 
upcoming in the remainder of her 
ballads.
Following her serene debut, Bjork 
followed up with some of the tracks 
off her latest work Vespertine. Ves­
pertine, that which relates to an 
evening prayer or opening in the 
night, reflects Bjork's movement of 
a transient musical technique from 
the orchestrated, and densely 
passionate album Hom ogenic to 
her previous ca thartic  project, 
the "D ancer in the Dark" movie 
soundtrack Selmasongs. The tracks 
“Harm of Will" and “ It's Not Up To’L 
forwarded the expressions of a fallen 
heart, which never fails to keep her 
from expressing her undying affec­
tion for the world. The embracing
harp backdrops oscillating amid inti­
mate violins portrayed an untainted 
impression, the sort of avant-garde 
delicacies to suit the precious nature 
of a Vespertine.
In closure of the show's first half, 
the industrial c lacking 
of a freight train and 
desolate whistling res­
ona ted the chaste 
white déco r as dark­
ness forged the stage, 
commencing the lyrical story of a 
haunted blind woman "I Have Seen 
It All." Bjork shuffled choreographic 
gestures in an ingenious juxtaposition 
of modem dance, jazz and classical 
genres. And as the train beat to a 
fading 'stop, the orchestra calmed, 
and the performance adjourned its 
virtuous glow.
Opening the second half, posi­
tioned center-stage-again, Bjork 
slipped out of the puritanical mode 
of Vespertine and into the sensual 
fixtures of Post and H om ogenic. 
Dressed in the very sanguinary fla­
menco attire, she performed a sac­
charine version of "You’ve Been Flirt­
ing Again," translated into Icelandic. 
And breaking the stillness of the 
moment, the flushing red lighting 
added a romantic feel as Bjork virtu­
ally threw away all the seriousness 
and reverted to her childlike self. 
Playful and eccentric, she offered 
smiles and open, arms to another 
■Post number “ Isobel."
"Isobel" leffa premonition for the 
borderline chaos about to break with 
the adorably hypnotic, but complex 
"Army of Me" - one of her most non­
provincial electrónica songs she is 
infamous for. The audience stood 
up, awakened out of a surrealistic 
agenda, and to the top of Radio City 
Hall's lungs, the erratic beats pierced 
of bass. The guest appearing band 
Matmos lunged sound after rumbling 
an im ating sound. Violently, the 
roam of menacing light coaxed fans 
to experience her roaring insides, 
dispelling that shy little act she had 
ignited the show with.
Her frolicking ensued as she 
danced like a swimmer before a 
backdrop of a red, pink, white and 
brown colored spectrum. The scen­
ery emerged into an autumn scene 
with insects and an uncanny re­
enactment of the dramatically pic­
turesque "Bachelorette." Intense, 
gratifyingly independent of her 
other poetic songs, "Bachelorette" 
depicted what is predominantly the 
most inspirational, obscure side of 
Bjork. To the nearly invisible tout of 
a very French-sounding accordion 
and the invigorating upheaval of 
an anticipating string ensemble, we 
hear a crystallized vocal release with 
the words, "I'm a fountain of blood 
(my love)/ln the shape of a girl." (too 
revealing for the breath of listeners 
who found a refuge in such awe).
Untimely merit opts spontaneity 
and mystifying emotions for the 
revolutionary vocals, composition 
and lyrical prophecy an artist like 
Bjork contributes to the stage pres­
ence. She did end the show with 
a standing ovation encore, singing 
a three-song addition of "Joga," 
Human Behavior," and finally, where 
the Eskimo choir shone with all it's
perform ing glory, an unreleased 
song with the chorus " It ’s in Our 
Hands." The entire room was rejoic­
ing to the echoing of clapping hands 
and thè hope that only Bjork could 
achieve with an audience. An 
evidently adored artist, marveling 
with ambiguity, freedom, she is the 
answer to faith and the spirit-it exists.
PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO MUSIC
Bjork in the infamous swan dress 
from this year’s Academy Awards.
Position Available
Recreation Counselors/Program 
Coordinators wanted for the YWCA
Before and After School Programs. 
PT, flex hours, 7:30-8:45am and 2-7pm until June.
Ideal for college students!
E.O.E. Call Melissa (201) 493-7814
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Paranoia
Continued from p. 11
a lot better.
Sunday, 11 A.M.
I was right; after showering and 
cleaning myself up, I felt invigorated, 
refreshed, and prepared to begin my 
day.' I started my mental checklist as 
I ascended the stairs to my room. I’d 
need to go to the library, do some 
research there, and then swing back 
home and drop off the papers and 
books I’ ll have*picked up. Finally 
I’d have to go back and visit the 
bum again. I involuntarily shivered. 
I didn’t mean to, but the reflex was 
there, and totally understandable. 
The bum was creepy, even if he was 
insane, or wise, or whatever it was. 
The guy set my nerves on edge, 
without a doubt.
I flicked the light switch to my 
room. A brief flash of light, then my 
room was dark again. The light bulb 
burned out. I checked my watch- 
11:05,-1 had to get going, I could 
replace the light bulb later. I strode 
over to my desk and scooped my 
backpack up and swung it over my 
shoulder. Taking one quick glance 
around my room, I checked to make 
sure I had all my gear. As an after­
thought, I peeled a $20 off a roll of 
bills I left on my end table. I left my 
room, trotted lightly down the stairs, 
and went out the door. I pulled my 
wallet from my back pocket and 
stuffed the $20 in it. I’d have lunch 
out, it would probably save some 
time, and if there’s one thing I was 
short on, it was time.
I trotted downstairs, strode to the 
door, bounded out, and pulled it shut 
behind me. Double-checking to 
make sure it was locked, I surveyed 
the surrounding environment. The 
sunlight was drawing out over the 
‘lawn from the filters of the leaves. 
A bird was chirping heartily. A lawn- 
mower was causing the fresh scent of 
mown grass to permeate my nostrils. 
It seemed like such a tranquil morn­
ing. I began to forget my worries and 
lose myself in the day. A day that 
seemed filled with endless potential 
and hope.
Sunday, 3:30 P.M.
The m id-day progressed rather 
peacefully.. The background 
research seemed totally detached 
from what was going through my 
mind earlier, and lunch was satiating, 
if unhealthy. I tread lightly upstairs 
and down the hallway, and walked 
into my room. My mood chdnged 
almost immediately.
What was it? I looked around
slowly, twisting in a slow, complete 
circle, not quite sure what was so 
unsettling. Why would I grow this 
sudden wariness? What put me on 
edge so badly? I turned in another 
half-circle,.and when I was facing 
the entrance to my room again, it hit 
me. The door. I had closed it.
I dropped my backpack at the 
spot where I w as . standing and 
started breath ing heavily. Who 
would open the door to my room? 
Who entered it? No one else was 
home, so there was no one I knew 
with either the chance or reason to 
do it. I bounded into the hallway and 
called, “ Hello? Is anyone .home? 
Anyone at all?"
The seconds when I waited for 
an answer went by with a grueling, 
agonizing slowness. One reply was 
all I needed, and I would heave a 
sigh of relief. My problems gone 
in a heartbeat with one reply, one 
reply, come on, I need someone to 
respond.
I whirled around and stalked back 
into my room and glanced every­
where, warily. They were here. Lord,
I still d idn 't know who they were, 
but I knew that they were following 
me and now they were in my room, 
doing god knows what. I needed to 
get in touch with someone. I walked 
over to my com puter and turned 
it on, and, while waiting for it to 
load; I closed all the blinds on my 
windows.
As I dropped one of the blinds by 
the computer, the desk was jostled 
and some stuff fell on the floor. Curs­
ing, I stooped down to pick the items 
up. I put a deck of cards in my hand, 
and I picked the baseball. I cocked 
my head and looked a t it more 
carefully. The baseball should’ve 
been a dusty caramel color. Dark 
and yellow-brown, but it looked 
brighter today. I spun it around. No 
mark on it from when it hit me in the 
head. They swapped the baseballs. 
This was not the one I owned. Why 
would they do that?
I opened the dresser drawer and 
hurled all the items inside. I ran over 
to the wall and, on a wild hunch, 
flipped the light switch. I almost 
vomited out of nervousness when 
my room was bathed in soft light. 
Rather impressive for a light bulb that 
burned out. I sat down at my desk, 
feeling jittery and anxious. I stared 
in b la tan t shock and worry. The 
screen was asking to verify my new 
hardware arrangement. Interesting, 
since I hadn't put any new computer 
equipment in my PC for a while. I 
yanked all the plugs from the wall 
and dragged the com puter from
S a i n t  B a r n a b a s  H l a l t h  C a r t  S y s t e m
As an Egg Donor, You Can Help a Couple 
Be What They've Always Dreamed o f  
W being....A Family.
H The Institute forReproductive Medicine and Science . of Saint Barnabas
IS SEEKING EGG DONORS.
There are many infertile couples whose only dream is to have a family. That’s 
why we’re reaching out to women of all ethnic backgrounds between the ages of 21 
and 32, who are willing to donate eggs. All candidates are carefully screened both 
medically and psychologically to ensure optimum health. Our donation program 
adheres to the highest ethical standards, and participation is confidential.
After completing an egg donor cycle, donors will be compensated $7,000.
To qualify, potential donors must be able to provide their own transportation to 
and from the hospital.
■ SAINT BARNABAS
■ MEDICAL CENTER
H  An a ffilia te o f the Saint Barnabas H ealth Care System
For more information on being an egg 
donor, call 1-800-824-3123.
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its recessed slot. I opened my desk 
drawer and pulled out a small elec­
tric screwdriver.
Tossing the cover aside with prac­
tice ease, I pulled all the interiors 
of the computer out and laid them 
bare on my carpet. Fishing around in 
the same drawer, I produced Seven- 
manuals. Synchronicity was present 
for the hard drive, the DVD-ROM, 
the ram, the 3-D card, and the 
graphics accelerator. Everything 
was in check. I bit my lip nervously 
when I saw a discrepancy.
The network card installed in my 
computer was a Linksys card. But, 
as the m anual clearly showed, I 
had bought an Etherfast networking 
card. They swapped my network 
cards, and if that was the case, then 
they could monitor...
They could m onitor Internet 
activity.
I swept the computer [Darts aside 
perfunctorily and recoiled onto my 
feet. I twirled about in my room, 
wondering why so much would need 
to be changed, what could they 
do with a new light bulb, a different 
baseball? It didn’t make any sense.
Changes, tha t was w hat the 
bum said. He said there were too 
many changes. Damn it, my life 
was being taken away from me, 
right under my nose. "What do you 
want?" I yelled, close to the top of 
my lungs, to whoever was listening.
"W hat do you w ant from me, 
damn it?" I was infuriated. I just
Picasso vs
By Anna Lawrence 
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Piccaso at the Lapin Agile
Studio Theater 
O c t o b e r  18 - 20 at 8 PM, 20 
a n d  21 at 2 PM
\  A /h o t  happens when you put 
\ I \ i  Pablo Picasso and Albert 
t v Einstein in the same room, 
a t the same time, provide some 
alcholic beverages and let them 
have at each other? The world may 
never know for sure, but in the play, 
Picasso a t the Lapin Agile, writer 
Steve Martin attempts to answer the 
conundrum.
The one-act show begins as the 
Lapin Agile, a small bar in 1904 Paris, 
as it is opening for business as usual. 
We are introduced to Freddy and 
two patrons: the regular, Gaston, 
and a stranger by the name of Albert 
Einstein. Gaston is an older gent, 
Einstein still an unkown physicist. The 
two engage in light banter, get to 
know you type chit-chat. Freddy’s 
girlfriend Germaine reports to work 
as tender as well, and the bar begins 
to fill with new customers and old 
faces. Among the crowd are the 
painter Pablo Picasso, Suzanne, one 
of Picasso's past affairs, Sagot, ah on 
the ball art dealer, and Schmendi- 
man, a slightly inebriated inventor. 
What follows is an evening at the bar 
full of quick plot twists, witty dialog 
and a debate  regarding art and 
science that would interest anyone
wanted things to go back to the way 
they were before. No more of this, 
no more anything. I was through.
"You think I'm going to surrender, 
don 't you? You think I'm going to 
shrug it off and walk away? Well 
that won't happen! It,won't! I've 
worked too hard for my life, and 
no one, not even you, will take it 
away from me!" I finished out of 
breath and dizzy, throat scratching 
like gravel. I needed to tell them I 
wouldn't quit. I was on to something, 
and they were going to make me 
give up.
Never. I wasn't going to give 
up. And I decided I'd get to the 
bottom of it right now. I regained my 
composure and walked over to the 
computer desk, opening the bottom 
left drawer. I pulled out a small box, 
no bigger than four inches on all 
sides, and up righted it on my desk.
I reached into the drawer, further 
back, and hefted what I grabbed- a 
large silver revolver, with a detailed 
black rubber handle. It was a 
magnum, I think, and I knew how to 
use it, opening it with-a flick of the 
wrist. I loaded all six chambers, and, 
as an afterthought, put a handful of 
extra rounds in my coat pocket.
"You've messed with my life," I 
said, loud enough so they could 
hear, snapping the gun closed and 
putting it in my pocket, "and now 
you're going to pay."
, Einstein
who calls Richardson or Calcia 
home.
Strong performances are deliv­
ered by Michael A. Keefe (Freddy), 
who shows a real command of his 
bar and an easy tone as he breaks 
the fourth wall and talks directly 
with the audience,, and new comer 
Walter Soto-Liebman (Einstein), who 
manages to rattle off relative theory 
as easy as if it was the a lphabet 
(and he does that too, in an all to 
scientific approach to a simple joke). 
John Wrot (Picasso) and Erin Wiggins 
(Sagot) are marvelous in their roles, 
Wrot an explosive and suave artist, 
Wiggins a coo l and quick 
talking art buyer. Vet- 
\  erans George Mesias 
^  (Schmendiman) and 
J Megan Boyle (The
excellent performances 
i n their minor sized roles.
The set is simple, yet effective. 
The room, symbolically painted blue, 
is furnished w ith a few  tables, a 
desk and of course the bar. Period 
artwork, including the many times 
referenced "Sheep in a Meadow in 
Fog" adorn the walls.
Picasso a t the Lapin Agile, is 
absurd at times, especially when A 
Visitor, played by Jonathan Churchill, 
arrives and brings with him a surprise 
plot twist, works for many reasons. 
The cast, primarily made up of fresh­
man, delights and displays a fine 
chemistry working with each other. 
The dialog is well thought out and 
raises many interesting similarities 
between the art world and the uni­
verse of physics. Picasso a t the Lapin 
Agile will delight and entertain you, 
and will most definitely put to rest 
any doubt that Picasso and Einstein 
may have been drinking buddies 
once upon a time.





If there is one thing that the web has become good for, it's bringing people together to share ideas 
and tips on how to celebrate holi­
days. If there has to be one holiday 
that there is no shortage of tips for, 
its Halloween. From disgusting but 
great tasting recipes to serve at your 
Halloween party, to costumes you 
can make both on a budget, and 
with no time you can find almost 
everything you need to know on 
the web.
Halloween on the Web
(www.halloween.com)
What better place to start than 
with the website bearing it's name, 
Halloween on the Web is a very good 
site to go to to find information on 
just about everything you may need. 
The site is a  links page to many, more 
specialized sites on the web, with 
categories of links to sites just about 
vampires, or ghosts, or witches and 
werewolves. It also has a small FAQ 
on Halloween as well as some tips 
and tricks on making costumes or 
other spooky things. It doesn't have 
muqh in the w ay of graphics so 
people with slower modems should 
have no problem checking things 
out, although some sites Halloween 
on the Web links to are much more 
graphic intensive. This site is definitely 
worth a look though.
ConcertCalendar
Thursday, O ctober 18
GOB, Sum 41, Unwritten Law; Birch 
Hill Nite Club
Chuck Leavell, G ov't Mule, Oteil 
Burbridge; Roseland 
, The Beta Band; Supper Club
Friday, O ctober 1?
Low; Bowery Ballroom 
And You Will Know Us By The Trail 
Of Dead, Vietnam; Knitting Factory 
Butthole Surfers, Kid 606; The 
World
B.B. King s Blues Club and Grill; 
243 W. 42nd St., New York, NY. 
(212)997-4144
Bowery Ballroom; 6 Delaney St., 
New York, NY. (212)982-6138
CBGBTs; 315 Bowery, New York,
Rock/Alternative -  Aphex Twin: 
Drukqs
R&B/Rap -- Dilated Peoples:. 
Expansion Team
Dance/Electronica -  Enigma LSD: 
Love, Sensuality & Devotion
Jazz/Blues— Joe Fuentes: Good 
Cup o f Joe
' Country/Folk -- Tracy Lawrence
‘‘The Concert For New York”: 
Bono, David Bowie, Eric C lapton, 
Susan Sarandon; Madison Square 
Garden
Sunday, O ctober 21
Ian Hunter, John Eddie; Irving 
Plaza
"Hatchet Rising Tour"; Roseland 
Monday, O ctober 22
Long Beach Dub Allstars; Birch Hill 
Nite Club
Sw ingin' Utters, The Dam ned: 
Irving Plaza
NY. (212)928-4052
Irving Plaza; 17 Irving PL, New 
York, NY. (212)777-6187
Knitting Factory; 7.4 Leonard 
St.,New York, NY. (212)219-3006 
Madison Square Garden;
From Hell- dir: Albert Hughes & 
Allen Hughes.
Johnny Depp, Heather Graham, 
Ian Holm, Robbie Coltrane, Jason 
Flemyng
Riding in Cars With Boys— dir: 
Penny Marshall.
Drew Barrymore, Jgmes Woods
Tuesday, O ctober 23 **
Good Charlotte, Mest, The Mov- 
ielife; C.B.G.B.
Mesh, Puddle o f M udd; Irving 
Plaza
Mr. Q uim by's Beard; To Be 
Announced
W ednesday, O ctober 24
Spyro Gyra; B.B,. King's Blues Club 
theSTART, Uptown Sinclair; 
C.B.G.B.
G arbage, U2; Madison Square 
Garden
Angels in America; Studio The­
ater, Montclair State-University. 
(973)655-5112. Running October T8 
- 20, 25 - 27 at 8:00 PM, 21 at 2:00 
PM, 26 at 1:00 PM.
So What’s UpTigerlily?
Hey, are you in a band? Or perhaps you work at a cool place that is having a special event coming up soon 
off campus. Or maybe your brass ensemble is performing over in McEachern Hall. Whatever the case is, if your
event is related to the arts, we can list it here.
Tigerlily only lists events for that week (from the Thursday we come out to the following Wednesday). For your 
event to get listed it, it must reach us by the Tuesday before we come out.
Be sure to include the name of the event (who's performing) where it’s being held, a contact number for 
readers to get more information on the event, and the exact date it's happening.
Send all information to the following e-mail address:
tigerlilyNtsU@hothaail.coh*
venues... venues... verges... venues... venues... venues... venues... venues... venues...
Seventh Ave., btwn 33rd and 31st
Album Releases for 
October 23
Ntovie Releases for 
October 17 Theater Openings
Sts., (212)465-6741
Roseland; 239 W.. 52nd St, New 
York, NY. (212)777-6800
S.O.B.'s 204 Varick St., New York, 
NY. (212)243-4940
Halloween
(h t tp : / /W w w . ie i .u iu c  .e d u /  
web.pages/holidays/Halloween.html)
For those looking at a extremely 
detailed look into the many pro­
posed origins of Halloween, thef* 
University of Illinois has a webpage 
devoted to the origins of-many holi­
days, including Halloween. Don't go 
here for light reading though, we are 
talking about a VERY detailed look 
at the origins of the holiday with links 
to over 13 different views and origins 
to the holiday. The site goes further 
with giving origins and history on 
some of the holidays big symbols 
like Jack ‘o Lanterns as well as some 
of the evolution of Halloween over 
the years.
That not enough, the site also 
gives detailed analysis of some of 
the Halloween monsters, tricks, treats 
and costume used. It also has some 
recordings of sounds you can use 
as well as some tips in helping you 
look your best (or worst) In all a very 
comprehensive site on.everything 
Halloween.
Halloween, the History and 
Customs of Halloweea (h ttp :// 
wilstar.com/hqlidays/hallown.htm)
Halloween Magazine 
■ ( h t t p ; /  /
www.halloweenmagazine.com/)
This site is also a very comprehen­
sive site on everything from traditions 
to costumes and party ideas. It too 
has links to many other sites, where Happy Halloween!
PHOTO COURTESY OF EXCITE.COM
Halloween on the Net 
(h t tp : / /w w w .h o lid a y s .n e t /  
halloween/)
Another good site to look at, 
Halloween on the Net has a lot of 
good inform ation on costuming, 
decorating, crafts, and games you 
can use for your Halloween party. 
It also gives some info on Los Dias 
De Los Muertos, or the Days of the 
Dead.
both afraid to let their children out, 
or just confused about celebrating 
a holiday that has some elements 
of horror in it with so much real life, 
tragedy happening at the moment.
For those looking for a little bit on 
a  slightly abridged version of the his­
tory of Halloween, you should check 
out this site. Talking more about the 
Druid/Christian origins of the holiday, 
it is not as detailed as the University 
of Illinois site, but still good to look 
at.
you could learn everything from 
how to carve pumpkins like a pro, to 
how to instruct students in school on 
facts, fiction, and how to celebrate 
Halloween safely. It also addresses 
Halloween after the terrorist attacks 
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Paranoia & Truth vs. Rumors
"Be careful. The MSU administration is out to get us."
It’s probably a fair generalization to say that the above statement 
is representative of the perspective a lot of students have, to a 
greater or lesser extent, of “ the administration." It’s the feeling that 
though we don 't quite know how, and wé don 't quite know why,, 
there is some scheme to make worse thè lives of students. Who 
knows why this is?
Provided there is no truth to it, (and it is doubtful that there is truth 
to it) it may be because sometimes mistakes are made by those who 
govern the University, or because there are some inadequacies in the 
in facilities, or the ability to easily, if a t all, gét registered for the classes 
you need. Deep speculation on these matters is beyond the scope of 
this article. The issue here is the effect this feeling has on the student 
body, the feeling produced: paranoia.
This is not to say that all, most, or even many students are paranoid, 
but certainly more than a few seem to be so with regards to the 
administration, and this activates the latent paranoid tendencies of 
students already having that skeptical “out to get” feeling. There are 
two examples of interest this week concerning the Red Hawk Diner, 
which is scheduled to open this coming Tuesday.
Paranoid issue number one: The University has chosen to spend a 
massive amount of money on a shiny diner, largely to improve only 
the appearance of the campus, while other more practical-needs go 
unfunded, under-funded, or just completely unfound.
Reality: 1.) The whole Red Hawk Diner project cost about a million 
bucks, but only about 25% percent of those bucks come from MSU (a 
relatively small amount of money for any major project), and was used 
to prepare the site of the diner, not for the diner itself. The rest came 
out of someone else's pocket. 2.) Paranoia confirmed. It’s for image. 
But guess what? Image matters. It matters in attracting enough
students, and it matters in obtaining funding from state and private 
organizations, and it matters to current students who want to be on ah 
attractive campus. In addition to all of this, it is still a diner, functional 
and a partial upgrade to  food services, much irr need of some help. 
As long as the diner proves successful, the prices reasonable, and the 
food tasty, where’s the issue?
Paranoid is$ue number two: The often frequented and perhaps' 
most popular of food services’ programs, Late Night a t the Rat, is’ 
being downsized to zero to force late night hunger to be fulfilled 
at the new diner, a pricier option for those with rrieql 'plans or thosq 
with friends with tnea l pians, or those w ifh 'friendf with friends'wth 
meal plans...
Reality: 1.) Late Night at the Rat is not being cancelled, at least not 
according to either President Cole or a variety of other administrators, 
from whom The Montclarion has had direct confirmation of this fact: 
2.) The Late Night program may in fact be expanded upon', possibly to 
cover more hours, though details on this are as yet unknown.
What does this all come down to? Where does this all come from? 
With a little reflection, you can almost see the process take place. 
One person thinks of the possibility that the Rat will be closed down at 
night, and maybe mentions this possibility to a few friends, who end 
up thinking about it a little, maybe start to see how It would make 
sense that the University would do that to its students, and before you 
know it, it’s a full-fledged rumor, faken as truth, and maybe it even 
appears in The Montclarion as a letter to the editor.
. What's the upshot? Cliché: don 't believe everything you hear. And 
be a little skeptical of other people's assumptions. The administration 
has its fair share of "oops" and "uh-ohs" that can be focussed on 
and addressed without the need to scare ourselves into believing 
false ones too quickly.
Montclarion Question 
Of the Week:




to voice your opinion. 
______ __ ______  ©
How do you feel about the 
current level o f security regarding 




We want to hear from YOU. 
Log on and voice your opinion:
w w w .th e m o n td a  rlon  .comv
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V ie w p o in t_______________________________________________
No Parking?
C o n c e r n s  F r o m  a  P a r e n t
How ironic that there should be an 
article in The Montclarion newspaper 
about the parking problems associ­
ated with the use and location of the 
new diner and that it has removed 
some of the very few precious “visi­
tor" parking areas and then this 
week I (a parent of a sophomore) 
get a letter from the president of 
the university (form letter) encourag­
ing more activity participation by 
pqrents and friends of students at 
MSU activities and sporting events. 
The Oct. 4 issue question also related 
to a ttendance at MSU “sporting" 
event attendance, which for me is a 
question of whether or not you can 
park anywhere near that particular 
event.
Last week I arranged to get out 
of work early so I could get to watch 
my son play soccer at MSU, I spent 
a half-hour getting sent to different 
parking areas because the small
Concerning 
Computer Labs
Concerning the use of 
open computer labs at MSU:
I am a transfer student here 
a t MSU and I’m in my first 
semester. I would just like to 
say that I believe that stricter 
policies should be enforced 
due to many students not 
fulfilling an honest act in the 
com puter labs. Many stu­
dents will just go to an open 
com puter as soon as they 
enter the Igb instead of let­
ting students that have been 
waiting for a longer period of 
time. I believe that something 
should be done because of 
this. I understand that we are 
all in a rush to get our work 
done but I am very surprised 
of the rudeness that some stu­
dents possess. Thank you and 
I would like for something to 
be done about this matter.
Vincent Romano,
MSU Student
visitor lot (#8) was full and each gate 
guard told me to go to a different 
place and when I got to the area 
I was told to go to another lot. I 
eventually got frustrated to the point 
that I parked at the train station and 
walked to the soccer field. This would 
nof be so bad, buf friends whose son 
goes to another university, came to 
watch the same soccer game and 
missed the entire first half because 
they could not find a legal place to 
park. I would never invite them back 
after that embarrassment. ,
I would even be willing to park 
in a metered lot and pay for the 
parking space, but even there it 
is only a small number of spaces. 
When I spoke to one of the University 
Police officers, he too said that there 
is a definite parking problem and 
that he could not help me find a 
space. Of course now there is a new 
ticket policy that makes it difficult for 
a student or anyone else to discuss 
a parking ticket without an involved 
process. Sounds to me like a definite 
effort to increase the fine coffers at 
the expense of fhe sfudents, fheir 
friends, relatives and parents. I 
normally don’t write my feelings but 
the form letter coming right after 
the parking fiasco made me angry, 
insulted my intelligence and left me 
with a feeling of frustration. It is 
obvious that visitor parking is a lower 
priority than the accum ulation of 
dollars from parking offenders. Don't 
invite me to attend more functions 
at MSU and then make me feel like 
I'm parked in another state by the 
time and distance I have to walk to 
get to a particular event or build­
ing. I’m surethatlam 'notaloneinmy 
disappointment with parking. Hope­
fully a more friendly "visitor" atmo­
sphere will emerge in the future...
Thank you for the opportunity to 
vent a little. It is a definite problem 
that needs some attention, so that 
it is a bit more inviting rather than 
discouraging to attend MSU as well 
as visit there.
Ed Leonard , A Paying Parent
r i  a a i i . .  „  n  , COURTESY OF KRT CAMPUSI he Montclarion Mailbag Policy
The Resurgence of 
Patriotism Among 
Today’s Youth
For much- of the 20th century, 
universities served a public function. 
Despite a liberal orientation, they 
cu ltiva te d  patriotism , a respect 
for the free market and a belief in 
exceptional American traditions. It 
was not coincidental that college 
students volunteered in large number 
during World War II. , Nor was it coinci­
dental that the O.S.S. (the forerunner 
of the CIA) was composed almost 
entirely of Yalies.
Needless to say, this condition 
changed with the Vietnam genera- 
: tion. In the '60s and ‘70s, college 
students lost con fidence  in their 
nation. They burned flags, spelled 
American with a “k" and were fed 
a pabulum of American venality. 
Students grew soft and decadent. 
Although the word "appeasement" 
wasn't used, peace a t any price 
became the standard. There weren’t 
any conditions they noted in which 
reason wouldn’t prevail. So sacro­
sanct was this belief that harpoons 
couldn't penetrate the wall of liberal 
illusion.
Yet it was pre­
cisely this appease­
ment that made 
terror more likely. It 
was precisely the 
scent of weakness 
that the terrorists * 
found irresistible. In 
the minds of the cul­
tural relativists who 
came to dominate 
the university curric­
ulum, American stu­
dents were obliged 
to understand our enemies, to empa­
thize with their condition. After all, 
there was no higher principle than 
tolerance, the emerging god of the 
campus debate.
The Wall Street Journal editorial 
page contends that this condition 
changed on Sept. 11. Even the Har­
vard Crimson, the editorialists note, 
printed a poll showing 69 percent 
of fhe student body, is in favor of 
military action against those who 
attacked America. More telling was 
the Crimson's response to 38*percent 
of undergraduates who said they 
were unwilling to take part in mili­
tary action themselves. As the edi­
tors observed, one worries about 
students that favor military response 
"only as long as they can continue 
to sit comfortably in Cambridge."
The Yale Daily News asks plain­
tively "Will we serve?” It answered 
the question by noting: "We must 
answer the calling of our time - for if 
.we don't, who will?"
Is it possible that several genera­
tions trained in moral obtuseness 
have avyakened from slumber? Is 
it possible that student hearts and 
minds were not captured by aging 
baby boomers still immersed in 
Woodstock nostalgia?
I am not persuaded. There is con­
siderable evidence that cannot be 
easily dismissed. A University of North 
Carolina lecturer said if he were 
president he would apologize to “ the 
widows and orphans, the tortured
and the impoverished and all the 
millions of other victims of American 
imperialism."
Professor Paul Kennedy a t Yale 
asked his audience to understand 
the reasons people have for their 
hatred of Am erica - notably our 
military power and culture,
University of Texas professor 
Robert Jensen wrote that the attack 
"was no more despicable than the 
massive acts of terrorism ... the U.S. 
government has committed during 
my lifetifrie."
A rabbi in downtown Manhattan 
in the shadow of Ground Zero fold 
her congregation of many sfudents 
that we must "build bridges" to our 
enemies rather than “feed fhe dog 
ofevil."
A recent New York University 
graduate said he was unwilling to 
defend his country because it “has 
been something of a bully." Another 
NYU student who saw the World 
Trade Center towers fall said, "This is 
all America's fault anyway." At Hun­
ter College a stu­
dent on a soap­
box said the best 
response to ter­




Crain at City Col­
lege of New York 
said he wants 
peace, not war. 
“ Our diplomacy 
is horrible." I 
suspect that the 
post-V ietnam  generations have 
stripped the gears of public moral 
judgment. A -flaccid form of toler­
ance and moral slovenliness intrudes 
on the unequivocal denunciation 
of evil. It is hard for someone raised 
on university banalities to accep t 
the view espoused-by Hamas leader 
Sheik Hasan Josef: “We like to grow 
them from kindergarten through 
college." He was referring to Islamic 
martyrs.
John Maynard Keynes once 
wrote: “Madmen in authority who 
hear voices in the air are distilling 
their frenzy from some academ ic 
scribblers of a few decades back."
The madmen of the present take 
their lead from scribblers of many 
years back. It is the contemporary 
college crowd that in my judgment 
hasn't yet unloaded its scribblers.
Is America's youth ready to learn 
something about its obligation to a 
free if imperfect society? Can they 
withstand the orthodoxy of relativism 
so many of their faculty members' 
embrace? Can they overcome a 
history of appeasement and fight 
for what is right? History awaits the 
answer and history is an impatient 
master.
Written by: Herbert London
COURTESY OF KRT CAMPUS______________
Due to editorial errors, last week the 
name of Mike Mildorf was left off of a 
letter, and Chris Fitzpatrick's letter was 
addfessed to Parking Services, not the 
administration as stated in the headline.
1
66 Is A m e r ic a ’s  y o u th
READY TO LEARN SOME­
THING ABOUT ITS OBLI­
GATION TO A FREE, IF 
IMPERFECT, SOCIETY? 9 9
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Starbucks Reveals 32 Brand New Flavors
By Brian Cross 
Your Future King
With the stress of nation at war, 
many of its citizens have turned 
to their only friend - that steaming 
cup of coffee in the morning. How­
ever, over the past few years, that 
dependable  cup 
of coffee you were 
served a t Dunkin 
Donuts slipped out 
of its position in 
mainstream cu l­
ture, and was 
replaced by the 
very trendy Star- 
bucks coffee that 
is spreading across 
the nation faster 
than the plague.
S t a r b u c k s  
offers its citizens m  
a cozy place with 
couches and 
plenty of nooks and crannies for 
customers to sit, look elegant, sip 
their coffee, and read their mind- 
altering book of the week, which 
varies from Shakespeare's "M ac­
beth," to the latest issue of Maxim. 
The more this crazy coffee shop 
spreads across the country, the
more flavors it comes up with.
With the crisis that our nation is 
locked in right now, Starbucks has 
realized the need of its customers 
for a better tasting cup of coffee, 
and they have brewed together a 
bunch of new flavors.
The new flavors which are being 
called, “ the flavoricious delicious fla­
vors." They are 
the brain child of 
Starbucks head 
coffee chef, the 
Muffin Man.
“ I believe 
that these new 
flavors will tread 
new ground. We 





the Muffin Man, 
the Muffin Man, 
the Muffin Man. 
"We put all these different ideas in 
a hat, and pulled them out one by 
one. That is how we have flavors 
like C hocola te  Strawberry Broc- 
coliachino. We wanted to tread 
new ground.”
Just an example of one of the 
new flavors is the new Raspberry Hot
66  WE PUT ALL THESE 
DIFFERENT IDEAS IN A 
HAT AND PULLED THEM 
OUT ONE BY ONE, THAT  
IS HOW WE HAVE FLA­
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DITHERED TWITS by Stan Waling
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45 In a row
46 Smallest bill
47 Little bit
49 City in Italia,
51 Ms. Gardner
54 Tiger on the tee?
55 Preferences
61 Skirt edge
62 Play for a  fool
64 Pub preference
65 Get the picture
Dog M ochachino is packed 
with all sorts of hot doggy good­
ness, including liquified beef 
chunks in a. swirl of raspberry 
and chocolate, served steam­
ing hot.
Other flavors, like Café 
Cheeseburger, and Chicken 
Chucks of Tea, offer a full array 
of alternatives to the stereotypi­
cal coffee. Tasters have been 
quoted on saying things like, 
"yeah, well it certainly is differ­
ent," and "EWWWWWW!"
Also found in Starbucks 
newest line, the “Celebrity of 
the Month" coffee, which offers 
a new twist to everyone favor­
ite coffee shop. This month's 
celebrity is the Caramel Ralph 
M achia to , nam ed a fte r the 
former Karate Kid movie star. 
Although his career might have 
been a huge failure, they prom­
ise his coffee with be a bigger 
hit then The Next Karate Kid
While these new flavors 
invade your nearest Starbucks, 
probably right next to your 
house since they are more 
abundant then rednecks at a 
NRA convention, be sure to check 
out one of them, and bring your 
TUMS.
Your cup of coffee may never be the 
same after Starbucks puts their new 
brands on the market. There is nothing 
more appealing then sipping your cup of 
joe and finding chunks of hot dog meat in 
your raspberry and chocolate mix.
10/15/01
W W W .Z A C K -N -m A N K .C O M
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(i-.'Viirt, The Horoscope Never Lies
^  However« Iam bi is M aking This up as
He Coes A lon g
A r ie s  (M arch  I I  
A p r i l  90):
While sitting evt in the ojyad t6 enjey 
the C6sl and refreshing fall weather, the 
remains e f  raw werm av jvs gets dumped en 
yevr head by an entire fleck 6 f $6vth bevnd 
crews. When mm said te wear a hat in 
ceel weather, yev dent think this is what 
she Wad in mind.
Taurus ( A p r il  9 I * May
9 0 ) :
Yev finally decide te  cvt back 6n the 
amateur web cams this week when yeu ceme 
acress a het, live, nude chat being h6sted 
by yevr mem.
G em ini (M ay 9 I - June
9 1 )  :
Yevr dval persenality gees bvck wild this 
week when yev eye a het set e f  twins in the 
Student center cafeteria.
C an cer (June 9 9 - Ju ly  
99): or
Yeu knew hew yev’ve been C6mplaining 
tha t yeur perfect match mvst be hiding
under a r6ck semewhere? I t  is. Althevgh 
even I  will never figure eut yevr fetish fer  
caterpillars.
Lee (Ju ly  9 3 - A u g u st  
9 3):
3elly. Strawberry jelly. Seeds included. 
Vent yeu just hate that?
V irg o  (A u g u st 94  
S e p te m b e r 9 3):
Yev are bec&me mesmerised this week by 
the swirling pattern in yevr Snapple Elements 
Mandarin Garret Fruit Vrink. First yev think 
yev see a giraffe, then it tvrns inte "Richard 
Rixen. Geincidence? We think net.
L ib ra  (S ep tem b er 9 4  - 
O cto b er 9 3):
What did I  tell yev abevt drinking beer 
with yevr peanut bvtter and f lu ff  sandwiches? 
Ve yev want Veath t6 take vp a permanent 
residence in yevr stemach? &r maybe yev 
like waking vp with a stemach th a t has 
mere heles wern inte it than yevr faverite 
pair 6f  jeans.
S co rp io  (O ctob er 91 - 
N ovem ber 99):
/leticing a drep in the peeple yev see en 
yevr buddy list at any given time?' I t 's  n6t 
because they’re all 6vt having a real life. 
Heck ne!' They’re still enline, they’ve just 
created different screen names tha t yev 
d6n't knew abevt and have backed y6v frem 
the 6nes yeu de knew.
S a g itta riu s  (N ovem ber
CAPTAIN (HOMAN m The Right Tar Bear Armchairs
93 - D ecem b er 91):
I f  yev thought yev had weird dating 
Steries, yev ebvievsly haven't been te 
sexylesers.C6m. Yevr cvrrent interest will 
seem mere like Mr. Regers and less like 
Heward Stern a fter jvst ene visit. All yev 
need te de is pvt his penchant fer chicken 
wire and eggplant in perspective. That’s 
nething cempared te  seme e f  the s tu f f  
yev'll find. Thank ged i t ’s enly a weekly 
cemic strip.
C a p r ic o rn  (D e ce m b e r  
99 - Ja n u a ry  90):
Why is it that I  can enly think 6 f eleven 
really geed herescepes, and when it cemes 
dewn te that final'ene, I  can never think e f 
anything geed? I  gvess Gapricern is really 
uninspiring. I ’m net saying yev shevld gs jump 
e f f  a c liff er anything, bvt a few years in 
charm and beauty scheeI wevldn’t  hurt.
A q u a riu s  (Ja n u a ry  9 I 
- Fe b ru a ry  IO):
Vent  werry fisi Stvf f ,  yevr day will' 
ceme. In the meantime, why ne de semething 
pr&dvctive... like write p6etry.
Pisces (Fe b ru a ry  9 0  - 
M arch  90):
While en yevr way te y6vr textile class, 
yev are ambushed by a reving pack e f  wild 
hiftery majers. Yev wake vp in the ga/ebe 
behind Vicksen Hall in the middle e f  the night 
feeling.., refreshed. Hewever, yev new have an 
vncentrellable vrge te ferge renting Ps/Uei as 
planned and epi fer that Saving Private Pgan 
mevie yev’ve heard se mvch abevt.
by Sprengelmeyer & Davis
(*T ...LEAVING THE 
C.I.A. UNDER-FUNDED 
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child care wanted
Upper Montclair family needs part time 
babysitter, M-F, 1 p.m.- 6 p.m., for our 
2 1 /2-year-old. Drivers preferred. Pis 
call 973-509-7558.________
Family daycare provider seeks reliable, 
energetic ass’t beg. at 7:45. Part time 
morn, or afternoons. NJ driv. lie! pref. 
973-509-9534. 9-5 p.m._______________
In need of energetic & sweet female 
to care for my 4-year-old son at 
home. PT/FT, Mon-Thur, 973-783-9140. 
RESPONSIBLE & CARING A MUST!!
Part time childcare needed after school 
for 2 children in Montclair (6, 8 years 
old). 2 days/week. Must have driver’s 
license and solid references. Call for 
more details. 973-509-6038.
NEEDED - Mother’s helper for family of 
three boys (7 ,4  & 1) in Upper Montclair. 
3 days a week - 2 hrs a day from 4-6 
p.m. Help with homework, reading and 
plav! Call 973-233-0823._____________
Child Care. Reliable, caring person 
wanted to watch our 3-year-old daughter.
2-5 p.m. weekdays. 10 min. from MSU. 
Exc. refs, required. Call 973-566-9292 
and leave message.__________________
help wanted
Photo Lab/Retail Store looking for Part 
time help. Will train. Apply in person. 
Magicolor Photo, 227 Bellevue Ave, 
Upper Montclair. NJ 07043.___________
Looking for individual with car to work 9 to 
12 hours per work cleaning and organiz­
ing home in Upper Montclair. Hours are 
very flexible to fit your schedule. Call 
973-783-6031._____________
OFFICE: All aspects of busy office. 
Must be quick to learn. Choose your 
hours: Monday 1-6 p.m.,Tuesday-Friday:











*  Positions Available Immediately *
' *  for Mad Scientists. ★
| J  ★★★★★★★★★ *
★ Mad Science o f  N o rth  Central New Jersey ★
*  is cu rrently  look ing  fo r students to  w ork  *  
★ 1-4 hours a week teaching science classes ★ 
J t o  ki4s. Excellent pay-inclu4 ing tra in ing !! *
★ _ ★★ Do You: ★
★ ★ Love W ork ing w ith  chilji-en? J
★ ★ Have fu ll- t im e  access to  a car?. ★
^  ♦Have an ou tgo ing  personality? J
★ i f  you answere4 yes to  these guestions, *
★ give us a call at C973) 244-1880  ★
if  an4 set up an interview ^
★ . *  ★ ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★_★
egg donors needed
$7500.00 (Plus all expenses). We have 
many infertile families in need of the help 
of compassionate women in order to 
realize their dream of having a child. We 
are seeking women who are intelligent, 
between the ages of 18-28, physically 
fit and maintaining a healthy lifestyle. 
If you desire to help a family and 
would like more information, please 
contact. us. 1-800-264-8828. 
d a r l e n e @ a p e r f e c t m a t c h . c o m . 
www.aperfectmatch.com._____________
weight loss
LOSE WEIGHT FAST! Learn secrets 
models, actors, and athletes have been 
using for years. ONLY $20! Send 
checks, made payable to: WorkoutPro 
Fitness, P.O. Box 59 Saddle River, NJ 
07458.__________I _______________ '
spring break
Spring Break 2002- Travel with STS, 
American’s #1 Student Tour Operator to 
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas or Florida. 
Promote trips on-campus to earn cash 
and free trips. Information/Reservations 
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
SPRING BREAK 2002. Cancún, 
Jamaica, Barbados, Bahamas, Padre 
and Florida. FREE MEALS! Limited 
time!! FREE Parties, Drinks and 
Exclusive Events! O rganize small 
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Blue Devils Meet the Red Hawks
Hockey Club Battles Back from 4-1 Against Super East Defending Champ
More than the legend wilt survive.
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OCTOBER 19 ONLY IN THEATRES
ByMikeHalper
StaffWriter
The Red Hawks that entered the 
locker room after the first period 
Saturday night looked beaten. They 
had been knocked around the ice 
for twenty minutes as defend ing 
Super East Cham­
pion Central Con-Montclair State 11
Princeton rtecficuf State 
' '  ̂ University (CCSU)
took a frighteningly physical game 
right at MSU. Hit after bone-crunch­
ing hit had laid out nearly the entire 
team en route to a 4-l CCSU lead.
After a season spent facing the 
feeder fish of the Mid-Atlantic Col­
leg ia te  Hockey Association, the 
Red Hawks spent 
their first period ofMontclair State 5
Super East action 
looking like a 
trumped-up guppy facing off against 
a great white.
But the facade  would not last 
long. As everyone in the building 
pondered whether the Red Hawks 
would accept their fate and submit 
to the Super East Champion CCSU 
Blue Devils, or actually put up a fight, 
something happened in the MSU 
locker room. Something that made 
the Red Hawks remember who they 
were, rem em ber why they were 
adm itted to the Super East in the 
first place.
Whatever it was, senior defense- 
men Chris Policelli and Anthony 
Rossillo led the charge back into 
the game; Policelli with his bruising 
checks, and . Ro’Ssillo by way of 
sweeping a rebound past CCSU 
tender Tyson Doisvert, just two min­
utes into the second. The bench 
exploded with emotion, letting the 
pro-Blue Devil crowd know that MSU 
was indeed still alive.
The Red Hawks kept the pressure 
on for another ten minutes, with 
Doisvert making several superb stops, 
including one-on-one saves against
Ryan Pfeiffer and Dave Bodson. It 
wasn’t until 12:17 into the period 
that the Red Hawks would pick up 
another score, coming in the form 
of a booming shot off the stick of 
Policelli in the slot.
. Then rookie Michael Grey took 
over the scoring, notching the tying 
goal w ith five minutes left in the 
period. Grey took a pass in front of 
the net and completely fooled thé 
goalie by risking a hit with a quick 
move to his backhand. With half 
the net gaping not three feet away, 
Grey pulled the Red Hawks back 
into a tié.
From there on, the teams would 
trade penalties and momentum, but 
the third period saw very few quality 
scoring chances. It wasn't until Grey 
struck again with just under nine 
minutes remaining that the lamp 
would light once more. Going to his 
backhand yet again, Grey put the 
Red Hawks ahead for good, 5-4. For 
the second time in twenty minutes, 
the MSU pLayers mobbed the Xave- 
rian graduate along the boards.
The remainder of the game saw 
the Blue Devils attem pting to get 
something going, and the MSU 
defense and goalie Robbie Martinez 
turning away everything. The final 
chance for CCSU came when, with 
two minutes left, they had a 3-on-l 
rushing at Martinez. Pfeiffer saved 
the day by catching up to the play 
and throwing himself down on the 
ice to make a full-extension stop of 
the cross-ice pass and robbing CCSU 
of their best opportunity.
When the buzzer finally sounded, 
the Red Hawks had left their mark, 
toppling the defending Super East 
Champions in just their first league 
contest. The message was clear to 
CCSU and the rest of the league -  
the Red Hawks are no joke.
The stunned Blue Devils saw that 
message with amazing clarity. As 
they trudged back to their locker 
room with slumped shoulders, the 
team's mood equally reflected the 
color of their jerseys—blue.
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT -FOREST FIRES. 
w w w .s m o k e y b e a r.c o m
MSU also successfully opened 
their M-ACHA season last weekend, 
p laying a sloppy gafne and still 
coming up with an 11 -3 win at Princ­
eton Friday night. Bodson and Kevin 
Micek each buried a trio ot goals 
for a hat trick. John Baumgartner 
also returned to the team, tallying a 
pair of goals in his first game of the 
season. Pfeiffer, Ryan Trott and Tim 
Dybus all added goals, as well.
Tomorrow night, the Red Hawks
host the Super East's Marist College 
at 8:30 p.m. On Saturday, they host 
Princeton at the same time.
Last year, the Red Hawks tied 
Marist, 4-4, at home on October 7, 
then destroyed the Red Foxes, 8-l, 
at the Mid-Hudson Civic Center on 
January 26. So far this year, Marist 
beat UPenn on October 6 to open 
their season, then fell to N-YU Friday,
4-1, before being destroyed by Siena 
College, 14-0, on Saturday.
Nicole Rodriguez was killed by a drunk driver while  
walking next door to play w ith her friend.
What should you do to stop a friend from driving drunk? 
Whatever you have to.
Friends don't let friends drive drunk.
U.S Department of Transportation
Drink * Ori»
OU LC
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This kid's got a 
record!
...his grades
Pablo knew in  acQupte o f years he would 
be ready fo r college. He also knew it would be 
tough to afford. He even thought about dealing 
drugs to , pay fo r St. fortunately for PaWo, two 
community posting o ffice 's took him under ■ % 
their w tig. They steered him  to  counsalpfa and 
programs that could help him  pay to t college. 
Now the only record h e 'll have is his grades.
LESS CRIME IS 
NO ACCIDENT
....... . |r.^^A îMooMe9ect
It takes you — and programs that work.
Call 1-800-WE PREVENT, and we ll send 
you a free booklet on how you can support 
programs in your community that keep kids 
away from  crime and crime away from  kids.
Football
Continued from p.28
After halftime, the intensity of 
the Red Hawks decreased. The 
MSU second team offense put the 
defense in a bad spot when backup 
quarterback William Harbison was 
intercepted on hiis second pass of 
the day.
Then O'Connor threw a six-yard 
pass to wide receiver Bryant Rich­
ardson for WPU’s first touchdown with 
3:01 remaining in the third quarter. 
Harbison redeem ed himself with, 
a 40-yard touchdown pass to Joe 
D'lorio.
WPU added one _ _  
final score to the M 
game when MSU 
defensive back 
Jason Frazier bit on 
a fake and Warchol 
hit wide receiver 
Keyth Hardy with an 
11 -yard touchdown 
pass.
Lost in another I 
b low out, was the 
play of MSU's ^  
defense, which was 
missing starters Bran­
don Bracey and Keith Migliorino.
Rob Davis, Migliorino's replace­
ment at inside linebacker, shined in 
a starting role.
“Rob [Davis] did a super job. He 
. was all over the field, making tackles, 
knocking balls down. He played 
outstanding," said Giancola.
Billy Heaney, who missed playing 
Kean with an injury, played well in his
comeback, collecting two sacks.
But all did not go well for MSU. 
They lost starting linebacker Gary 
Webb for what could be the rest, 
of the season w ith a d is loca ted 
shoulder. Matt Schultz is likely to fill 
in for Webb.
On the whole, it was another- 
game and another win for MSU. At 
6-0, the Red Hawks sit atop the N JAC 
and rank seventh in the nation. And 
in the eyes of Co-captain Collins, the 
season has just begun.
“There’s eight or nine more games 
left to play. You 
run the table in the 
regular season, you 
ge t a [first round 
playoff] b y e ," said 
Collins alluding to 
his team's ultimate 
goal of a nation­
al championship.
"We still have to 
play every gam e 
and get better 
each week, but this 
isn't the final stretch 
run."
Collins and company envision the 
NCAA East Regional Championship, 
Semifinals, and Stagg Bowl as their 
final run. The NJAC Championship is 
only the first step.
“ If you look at any Division III team 
in this country, you c a n ’ t tell me 
there's a better team," said Collins. 
“ If they are, then we'll wind up play­
ing them."
66...Y O U  CAN’T TELL 
ME THERE’S A  BETTER
t e a m  [ in  D iv is io n  III]. 
If  t h e y  a r e  t h e n
W E’LL W IND UP 
PLAYING THEM.99
-C X jo rferkD C K zk  
Ed Collins
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The Montclarion was picked as the Best 
Weekly Collegiate paper in NJ by the New 
Jersey Press Association for 2000-2001.
Come and boost your resume as:
TOnite*
S d ito *
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Join The Montclarion
Drop by the office located in the 
Student Center Annex room 113 
or call x5241
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Women’s Soccer Continues to Win 
As They Prepare for Postseason
Clemente
Continued from p. 28
to 11 -2-3 overall and NC- Weslyan fell 
to 10-4-1. The Red Hawks were led by 
freshman Liz D'Alto, who eollected a 
hat trick, which included the game 
winner; Shannon Hart added a goal 
and an assist for the Red Hawks. 
Shannon St. George's goal tied the 
gam e early for NC- Weslyan but 
that was the only goal they could 
manage. Despite the big win, MSU 
was outshot 15-9 in the game.
With the end of the regular season 
quickly approaching, the Red Hawks 
have just two games left before the 
NJAC championship games at the 
end of this month. One of those two 
match ups.is against the outstanding 
team from TCNJ, who has improved 
their record to 14-0 and 8-0 in the 
conference over the past week. 
As a team TCNJ has scored 51 
goals, which is surprisingly second to 
Ramapo in the conference who has 
scored 52 times.
It seems that MSU cannot obtain 
the top spot in the conference but 
can secure a solid second place 
finish with ’ a win against TCNJ 
on Wednesday, the 17 and their 
last game against seventh placed 
Ramapo College. MSU will not only 
look to put the first blemish on The 
College of New Jersey’s record but 
also look to force TCNJ to give up 
their first goal of the season.
The way the Red Hawks have 
been soaring high all season, both 
of those accomplishments could be 
met in their remaining games.
Men's Soccer
The men's soccer team only had 
one game on their schedule for the 
past week. They traveled down 
to Camden, New 
Jersey to take on 
the Scarlet Rap- 
tors of Rutgers- 
Camden. They scraped together 
a 1-1 tie in overtime. Matt Caswell 
assisted Osei Bonsu’s goal, which 
gave MSU a 1-0 lead. Evan Graves 
tied the game for Rutgers- Camden 
off a pass ; from Ryan Rogus. 
The game was decided by the 
goalies and who 
could stop the 
most shots. Red 
Hawks goalie Alex 
Luna had ten saves and Rutgers- 
Camden played with a duo of goal­
ies, Mike Sieler m ade three saves 
and gave up the MSU goal and 
Ryan Trost made two saves. Overall, 
the Red Hawks were outshot 21-12, 
including both overtimes.
With five games left in the regular 
season, the Red Hawks (4-7-2, 0-3-2) 
still try and turn things around to 
make an end of the season surge 
towards the playoffs. MSU has two 
games in the upcoming week; they 
are away on Saturday the 20th at 
Ramapo College and home to New 
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Quest speakers at the Yogi Berra Museum included analyst on Spanish­
speaking New York Yankee telecasts, Joe Valdivielso, and a pioneer 
in Spanish-language sports broadcasting, Clemson Smith Muniz 
(above).
Clem ente cam e to the Major 
Leagues in 1954. At that time there 
were only a hand full of Hispanic 
players playing. As expected, it was 
not always easy for Clemente and 
the other Hispanic players of that 
era.
"He was the first minority, the first 
Latino to really com e out and be 
outspoken about injustice about 
not being recognized as a Latin 
ballplayer. Not only 
him, but the others £  
that were playing in 
the Major Leagues,”
Clemente Jr. said.
"The Latin players 
were not being 
trea ted  as. equal 
citizens. They were 
being trea ted  as 
second and third 
class citizens, He was 
the first one to be out­
spoken abou t that 
and it became a war 
between him and the media."
Even though so many of today's 
younger Latino players never got to 
see Clemente play, they are grateful 
fpr what he did for them.
"They feel like he was the Jackie 
Robinson for Latinos in a way," Cle­
m ente Jr. said. "He was not the 
first Latino baseball player, but he 
was the one who really opened 
the door for Latinos to be able to 
be respected in baseball and they 
thank him for paving the way for 
him."
This year, nearly 30% of all Major 
League rosters featured player^of 
Hispanic, heritage.
“ I don 't think Major League 
Baseball today can 
be without Latin 
American players,” 
Valdivielso said to the 
school children that 
were on hand from 
J.D. Middle School in 
Englewood, many of 
whom are from Latin 
American descent. 
"Im agine the Cubs 
without Sammy Sos- 
a ... If the Yankees 
did not have Bernie 
Williams, El Duque, 
Alfonzo Soriano, Tino Martinez, Jorge 
Posada, or M ariano Rivera they 
would be a very weak team."
Posada, the Yankees' Puerto 
Rican bdm  All-Star Catcher has a 
picture of Clemente in his locker at 
Yankee Stadium.
66THEY FEEL LIKE
h e  [R o b e r t o  
C l e m e n t e ]  w a s  
t h e  J a c k ie  R o b in ­
s o n  FOR LATINOS IN 
A  WAY. 99
-Rob>&rto dem &ntG Jr.
JOHN SPARACIO/THE MONTCLARION
Roberto Clemente Jr. spoke about his father. Many players, such as 
Yankees Bernie Williams and Jorge Posada, considered Clemente 
Jr.’s father a role model.
By John M ontesano  
StaffWriter
MSU's women’s soccer team con­
tinued their dom inance this past 
week. In the Red Hawks last four 
games they managed to accumu­
la te three more 
victories and onlyMontclair State 5
NJCU|_______________ , dropped their
second game of 
their sparkling season. Their wins 
came over New Jersey City, Rutgers- 
Camden, and North Carolina-Wes- 
lyan; the loss came in their showdown 
against New York University.
Going into the Red Hawks match 




Montclair State ing up a win. NJC 
is winless in the 
conference at 0-5 and just 2-8 overall. 
MSU collected yet another shutout 
win by putting up five goals-to NJC’s 
none.
The five goals were evenly distrib­
uted to five different Red Hawks, 





Montclair State_______________  and Susan Hinds,
Lu Scarabaggio 
assisted Steph Salabiauskas' goal 
and Shirah Odeh assisted Susan 
Hinds. Malyska's goal was her 
team leading sixth 
of the season. 
MSU could have 
played with an 
open net because goalie Stephanie 
Romanko only faced  on shot the 
entire game. On the other hand, the 
Red Hawks kept New Jersey City’s 
goalie extremely busy by putting 
20 of their 36 shots on goal, led by 
Shannon Hart's five. Next up for the 
Red Hawks (l l-2-3,.5-l-l) was NYU 
(6-5) at home.
MSU only dropped their second 
game of the season in a l -0 loss. 
The lone goal, which belonged Jo 
NYU, was scored by Alisa Femia,.who 
also led the team.with three shots on 
goal. MSU managed just two shots, 
one from Shirah Odeh and the other- 
from Cassie Nahrebne. MSU goalie, 
Stephanie Romanko faced just eight 
shots herself and saved seven.
The loss slowed up The Red Hawks 
a bit but they pulled off a l -0 over­
time victory over Rutgers- Camden. 
Shannon Hart assisted Lauren Rota's 
goal in overtime to give MSU the 
win and of 10-2-3 overall record and 
drop NYU to 8-4-2 overall. Stephanie 
Romanko made six saves to preserve 
the win and Kristen Stewart also 
m ade six saves but gave up the 
overtime goal at the 101:07 mark of 
the game.
MSU once again won back to 
back games in their 4-l win over 
North Carolina- Weslyan at home on 








T C N J m  x  i f  2-1 4-2
SU N Y-C ortland / ! 1 2-2 3-3
NJCU 1 1-2 1-4
Kean ; 1-2 ’ 2-3
W P U ..0-3 1-5




Richard Stockton ' 5-1 14-1
NJCU I  4-2 13-2
W P U J 3-3 8-5
TC N J ! 2-4 6-5-2
Rutgers-N ew ark 1 1-4-1 4-6-1
R utgers-C am den 1-4-1 7-5-3
R am apo 1-5 4-9
MSU 0-4-2 4-8-2
W om en’s S o ccer  
NJAC Overall
TC N J 8-0 14-0
MSU 5-1-1 11-2-
Rowan 5-2 9-4-1
Richard Stockton !  4-2-1 9-4-1
W P U I 3-2-1 5-5-2
Kean 3-4 4-10
R am apo 2-4-1 8-6-1
R utgers-C am den 1-4-2 8-4-2




TC N J M
10-2
Rowan ¡2-1 10-2









Kean g— , 4-1 16-7
Richard Stockton 1 A 14-14
Rowan 1 4-11 15-5
W P U ! 1-3 1 8-9
MSU . . . . . : 1-4 3-16
NJCU 0-4 6-8









R am apo 2-2 14-2
Kean 1-2 4-4
Rutgers-N ew ark 0-4 1-6
V
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Sat. 20 vs Buffalo State 
1 p,m.
M EN’S SOCCER
Sat. 20 @ Ramapo* 1 p.m 
Wed. 24 vs NJCU* 3 p.m.
W OM EN’S SOCCER
Sat. 20 vs Ramapo* 7 p.m.
FIELD HOCKEY
Thu. 18 vs Eastern Conn. 
6:30 p.m.
Sat. 20 @ Messiah 1 p.m.
VOLLEYBALL
Sat. 20 @ Lebanon Valley/ 
York College 11 a.m.
Tue. 23 vs NJCU* 7 p.m.
CROSS COUNTRY
Sat. 20 @ CTC Champ. 
Paterson 11 a.m.
*-New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests
________ J
R e s u l t s
( -------------------------------------------------------------' N
Football
10113- MSU 41, WPU 14*
Men’s Soccer
10113 - MSU 1, Rutgers-Camden 1* 
10115 - Richard Stockton 3, MSU 0*
Women’s Soccer
10110 - MSU 5, NJCU 0*
10111-NYU 1, MSU0 
10113 - MSU 1, Rutgers-Camden 0 
(07) *
10115 - MSU 4, NC-Wesleyan 1
Field Hockey
10111 -MSU2, Scranton 1 
10113 - MSU 3, Kings College 1
Volleyball
10113 - Lynchburg 3, MSU 0#
MSU 3, Goucher 2#
Seton Hill 3, MSU 0#
10116-Kean 3, MSU0
Tennis
10111- MSU 7, Georgian Ct. 2
* New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests 
#Goucher Tournament Baltimore, Md.
V________ __________J
*  Ali Bellino 
0
x Senior Defense
0 Hometown: Allendale, NJ 
o 
£
Bellino scored 2 goa ls as the Red Hawks 
-  extended the ir w inn ing streak to 11 w ith a 3-1 
® win over K ings College on Saturday.
Senior Linebacker 
Hometown: Irvington, NJ 
Lucas was named NJAC “Defensive Player 
o f the Week” after collecting 16 tackles and 2 
interceptions against William Paterson. One of the 
interceptions was run back for a touchdown as 
MSU defeated WPU for the eighth straight year.




Collins th rew  fo r 3 touchdow ns and also ran for 
1 in M SU ’s 41-14 rout o f rival W illiam  Paterson. 
Collins has thrown a t least 3 touchdown passes 




D’A lto  scored 3 goals in M S U ’s 4-1 w in over 
North Caro lina W esleyan a t P ittser Field.
>*
« Trisha Winkle 
„ Sophomore Goalkeeper 
o Forked River, NJ
JZ
■o W inkle  was nam ed NJAC “Defensive Player o f 
Ö the W eek” and has given up jus t two goals in 
”  her last 3 games.
Can Hockey Hold Up 
Against Defending  
Cham ps?
See Page 24
V o l 8 1  N o .  7
red hawk
orts Soccer Season Dwindles, Postseason Looms See Page 26O c t o b e r  1 8 ,  2 0 0 1
Red Hawks Invade Pioneer Country
Win 8 Straight Over WPU, Rank 7 in Division III Football




They've hit their stride. 
The journey to the Stagg 




' ' had their
w ay with 
William Paterson, winning 
41-14. And while they were 
playing a lesser opponent 
in the Pioneers, MSU d idn ’t 
hold back.
The Red Hawks came out 
on fire, scoring on four of their 
first five first-half possessions. 
Outside linebacker Omar 
Lucas set up the initial score, 
intercepting WPU quarter­
back Rob Warchol a t the 
MSU-44 and returning the ball
31 yards to the WPU-35. Three 
plays later, MSU quarterback 
Ed Collins hit wide receiver 
Eric Magrini with a 31-yard 
touchdown pass. On their 
next drive, - Collins threw 
bombs o f 30 yards and 29 
yards to Magrini and fellow 
wide receiver Jamel Dorsey. 
Dorsey was ruled out of 
bounds at the 1-yard line so 
Collins sneaked in to give 
MSU a 14-0 lead.
Dorsey scored on his next 
touch, catching a 41-yard 
flea flicker from Collins.
Collins was intercepted 
keeping MSU from scoring 
for the fourth time, but 
WPU could not take advan­
tage as MSU’s special teams 
came through.
Darren Bragg b locked 
Mickey .Hulse’s punt and 
Matt Schultz recovered the 
ball for MSU at the WPU-39.
Two plays later, Collins 
connected with Magrini on a 
30-yard strike for his third and 
final touchdown pass of the 
game. Collins completed JL2 
of 23 passes for 230 yards. 
Magrini had 
three recep­
tions for 91 
yards.
The suc­
cess of fhe 
passing game 
can be attrib­
uted to the 
performance 
of the ground 
game. Tail­
back Elijah 
Freer led the 
way averaging over seven 
yards per carry to total 94 
yards on 13 carries.
“They started out looking 
for the pass, but as we 
began to run the ball, they
started to press the line of 
scrimmage with their safeties 
which a llow ed us to fake 
the run and go over the 
top," said MSU Head Foot­
ball Coach Rick Giancola.
“We exe­
cu ted  very 
well."
M S U  
s c o  r e  d 
before fhe 






O ' C o n n o r  
and returned 
the ball 49 yards for a touch­
down to send the Red Hawks 
into halftime up 35-0.
Lucas also collected 16 
tackles and a sack on the 
afternoon, earning him NJAC
Defensive Player of fhe Week 
honors. But to Giancola, it 
was just another game for his 
star outside linebacker.
"Omar played like Omar 
always plays, with intensity, 
big play capab ility ," said 
Giancola. "He always seems 
to come up with a big play 
like that."
When asked abou t his 
perform ance, the modest 
Lucas brought up the play of 
his teammates.
"Everybody was in great 
position. The whole defense 
played solid as one unit. I 
was out there making plays, 
but it wasn’t just me," said 
Lucas, who was outstanding 
despite playing with a head 
cold. "The credit goes to the 
whole defense. It's 11 vs. 11, 
not one vs. 11."
See “FOOTBALL" on  p. 25
66  ...TH E Y  STARTED
TO PRESS THE
LINE...W HICH
ALLOW ED US TO
FAKE AND GO OVER
THE TOP.99




Upset over TCNJ Leads to 11 
Straight Wins






MSU .field hockey team is 
now at 12-3 and soaring high 
as they have gone on a .11 
game winning streak.
This past Saturday the Red 
Hawks fought to get the win 
, from Kings
j \  University. 
After a 
' l  rough and
scoreless 
start MSU finally scored on 
a penalty corner with 12:31
_______________  left in the
first half. 
Ali Bellino, 
' * Senior Co-
C a p ta in , 
scored the goal with an 
assist from Senior Co-Captain 
Janel Bertini.
At the end of fhe first half 
Montclair was in the lead 1 -0 
and obtained control of the 
game.
That control was lost within 
the first 20 minutes of the 
second half when the Kings 
offence broke MSU's defen­
sive barriers double teaming 
goalie Trisha Winkle to score 
and tie up the game 1 -1.
The Red Hawks retali­
ated by taking advantage 
of another penalty corner 
and scoring to take the lead. 
The goal was again scored 
by Bellino and assisted by 
Bertini. After taking the lead 
the Red Hawks were not 
finished. Another goal was 
added by Senior Co-Captain 
Laura Popes and assisted 
aga in  by Bertini w ith 5:54 
left in the second half to put 
MSU in the win with a score 
of 3-1.
Defensively, Winkle taL- 
lied five saves and Bellino 
one, defensive save. Senior 
Donna Wixted added true 
heart to the game while 
in the first half . she was 
injured she came back in the 
second playing better than 
ever.
MSU field hockey has 
come a long way in the past 
year breaking school records 
for the most wins in a season 
and the most consecutive 
wins in the season’. Also Laura 
Popes has broken the school 
record for the most points 
in a  season. Red Hawk,field 
hockey is not finished break­
ing records. Their next game 
is today Thursday October 18 
against Eastern Connecticut 
University.
Speaking About Dad
Clemente Jr. and Guests Celebrate 
Latino Baseball and Roberto Clemente
JOHN SPARACI0 /  THE MONTCLARION
Last week the Yogi Berra Museum held a panel discussion 
on Latin baseball. The panel included (from le ft to right) 
Yogi Berra, Joe Valdivielso, Clemson Smith Muniz, and 
Roberto Clemente Jr.
B yA ndyS eyka  
Assistant Sports Editor
His father was a 12-time 
All-Star, a four-time National 
League Batting Champion, 
and the MVP o f the 1971 
World Series.
He is Roberto Clemente 
Jr. and his father is Roberto 
C lem ente, the first nam e 
that comes to mind when 
you think about the greatest 
Hispanic baseball players of 
all-time.
Not only was he the 
greatest Hispanic baseball 
player of all-time, Clemente 
opened the door for the His­
panic players Of today.
On O ctober 10, in rec­
ognition of Hispanic Heri­
tage Month, The Yogi Berra 
Museum & Learning Center 
presented a program enti­
tled “The Latino Experience 
in Béisbol."
Joining Clemente Jr. on 
the panel were Jose 
Valdivielso, a former infielder 
for fhe Washington Senators 
and Minnesota Twins and 
Clemson Smith Muniz, a pio­
neer in Spanish-language 
sports broadcasting.
Among the topics 
explored by the Panel was 
C lem ente’s legacy. Clem­
ente, who is of Puerto Rican 
descent, was killed in a plane 
crash on December 31,1972
while taking supplies to earth­
quake victims in Nicaragua.
Today, nearly 30 years 
a fte r his trag ic  death, his 
name still carries a special 
meaning to so many of 
today's great Latino play­
ers.
"The Yankees have guys 
like Bernie Williams and 
[JorgejPosada, who say to 
me all the time that my dad 
is their hero,"C lem ente Jr. 
said.
Clemente fans and admir­
ers are not just lim ited to 
baseball players.
“Even other guys wfco 
aren't even baseball play­
ers like Wayne Gretzky and 
Michael Jordan have told 
me that when they were kids 
all they wanted to be was 
Clemente qnd it makes me 
feel really good," Clemente 
Jr. said.
Clemente not only has a 
lot to do with the amount of 
Hispanic players in the game 
today, but he is also one of 
the biggest reasons why they 
are so respected and held 
to such high regard.
SEE “CLEMENTE" ON P .2 9
